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Pagel3
The Racers play Southem Illinois UniversityCarbondale at 2 p.m.
Saturday at SIU.

PageS
Kevin Koch, a Murray
State alumnus, worked
as an animator on both
of the "Shrek" movies.
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Finishing Touches
Wellness center will open in January
Carrie Pond
Assistant News Editor
r pond@tllenews.com

The Student Recreation and Wellness Center is set to open Jan. 15
before classes resume for the spring
semester.
Jlm Baurcr, director of the Curris
Center, said there will be an open
hous e at the wcllness center for the
students, faculty and staff Tuesday
from noon to 5 p.m.
''(The Open House) will allow the
campus community to see what's in
store for next semester," he said. "Jan.
10 (through) 13, we'll invite the faculty, staff and students to come over (to
the wellness center) in the evenings
for an informal opening where they
can try it out.''
According to the Student Recreation and Wcllness Center Web site,
the wellness center will be open in
the fall and spring semesters Monday
through Friday from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
Saturdays from 9 a.m. to ll p.m. and
Sundays from noon to 11 p.m. During

the summer and holiday breaks, the re
will be reduced hours.
Corky Broughton; chair of the
department of well ness and therapeutic sciences and the program coordinator of the Student Recreation and
W ellness Center, said there will be a
variety of activities in w hich the campus community can participate.
Approximately 17 st udents are
being trained to become certified aerobics instructors, he said. After these
students take the required test in February, there will be several aerobics
classes offered at the wellness center,
including spinning, aquatic aerobics,
step aer obics and low and high
impact aerobics.
"W e are also hoping to have a class
in tai chi," Broughto n said. "W e will
also hold a variety of health screenings. There will be everything from
Body Mass Index (tests) to Skin-fold
caliber (tests) to analyze body fat percentages."
He said he hopes the wellness cen-
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photos by Ricky Agostin/lhe News

(Right) Jeff Williams, from Murray, glues tiles on to the edge of the pooL
(Above) An overhead photograph shows off the wellness center's state
of the art swimming pool, hot tub and vortex. Many construction workers are adding the finishing touches to the new wellness center as officials anticipate the facility's grand opening on Jan. 15.

Students give time, gifts in spirit of season
Marissa Casey
Staff Writer
m(·asey@tlt~news.org

While it may be difficult for some people to
concentrate on anything
but finals week, many oncampus
organizations
and residential colleges
arc taking time out to
help those in need.
Sigma Phi Epsilon is
sponsoring several projects to raise money to
benefit needy families in
the area.
"We're raising money
for our Santa Project and
for the (Schwepkcr) family," said Brian Rommes,
junior from Goshen.
"We' re doing dollar
donations for the angel
tree and the (Santa Project) helps buy toys for
children," he said.
Rommes said the fraternity sponsors a different
project every year and
has already met its goal.
"We had a goal of
$1,000 for Sunday and we
hit
$1,200
already,"
Rommes said.
St. Leo Catholic Church
is also asking for help
with its Santa Shop,
which, in conjunction

with the Murray and Calloway County Family
Resource Centers, helps
disadvantaged families
buy gifts for loved ones.
"In the past, our parish
had participated in the
Santa Project where we
bought gifts fo r people
we didn't know and the
people w ho received
them signed u p at the
Resource Center and
then saw boxes and such
magically appear in their
homes around Christmas
time," said Bill Duffield,
associate campus minister. "But we wanted to do
something that was a bit
more
personal
a nd
allowed the givers and
receivers to participate in
the spirit of giving."
The store will be open
Dec. 18 and 19 to 20 area
families.
"The gifts ar e being
donated by parishioners
and other people who arc
interested and include
clothes.
toys,
e tc.,"
Duffield said. "The families then shop and pay
ridiculously low prices
for the items like a dime,
quarter, dollar. W e figured there is no reason
why those who are disad-

Officials
to implement
harsher rules
for zones
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

Brian Ronunes, junior from Louisville, hangs an angel with his name written on it on one of the trees in the Currls Center. Students purchased an
angel for $1 to help raise money for the Santa Project, which gives aide to
local families during the hoJidays. Sigma Phi Epsilon, with help from Sigma
Sigma Sigma, sponsored the project, which ends Sunday.
vantaged at this time of volunteers, like hosts and (p.m.) until 3 (p.m.) and 4
year can't participate in hostesses, store clerks, (p.m.) until 6 (p.m.)."
the Christmas spirit of cashiers, gift w rappers
One of the biggest char·
giving like everyone else and people to run the ity events on campus
does. T hat's what the refreshment st and,'' he started three years ago
said. "The hours the store when
Rotoract
got
Santa Shop is all about."
Duffield said volun- will be open are Dec. 18 involved with the shoe
teers are needed to help from 10 (a.m.) until noon box program.
and 1 (p.m.) u ntil 3 (p.m.),
For f ull coverage, visit
r un the Santa Shop.
"We do need all sorts of and o n Dec. 19 from 1 www.thenews.org.

Students, faculty and staff who
have a handicapped placard issued
fro m Public Safety will have to reap·
ply before the spring semester begins
because of new regulations.
I Ierman Felton, compliance coordinator for the Office of Equal Opportunity, said the new process began as an
evaluation of the cxistiQg system. All
changes meet guidelines established
in Kentucky Revised Statute 189.456.
"The goal is to ensure that we provide maximum access to those parking in places for individuals with dis·
abilities," Felton said. "We just wanted to look at ways to improve
acccssibil ity."
Changes to the handicapped parking placards
are o nly in the
process. Felton
said
those
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Dec. 2
1:05 a.m. A caller reported a

Janna Tanner/The News
Tung Dinh, master instruction of Martial Art America, demonstrates
Tae Kwo n Do m oves. Dinh also teaches ldckbo~g classes for Murray
Stat e stud en ts.

Officials plan reception
for December graduates
All August and December 2004
graduates and their guests arc invited.
to a commencement reception on Friday, Dec. 17 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Light
refreshments will be served.
For more information, call Patti
Jones at 762-3437.

The program will take place in
Regensburg, Germany from Jul. 30 to
Aug. 18, 2005, and will offer interdisciplinary seminar presentations,
excursions in and around Regensburg
and a longer trip to at least one city
around Regensburg.
For more information visit
http://web2.murraystate.edu/eit/.

National panel of experts
Holidays at Murray State to study the University
Murray State was recently selected
to air on KET next week
The performances for the Holidays
at Murray State, a half-hour sojourn
in sight and sound through Murray
State and the Purchase Area of Western Kentucky, were taped on campus
in Alexander Hall, the Curris Center
and the Pogue Library.
It will air Tuesday at 9:30 p.m. on
K.ETI and Dec. 23, at 6:30 p.m. on KET

2.
•

Regensburg trip offers
new learning experience ..-

as one of only 12 out of more than 400
universities to be studied this spring
by a panel of national experts to learn
more about graduation rate success.
Murray State was selected as one of
the "study campuses" because of its
high graduation rates compared to
other institutions.
The University has posted record
enrollment for the past nine years and
has increased its 8l:aduation percentage over the past six years, which
beats the national six-year average by
four percentage points and Kentucky
public universities average by 12
oints.
p
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d
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•
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All ,acu1ty an pro1CSS1ona1 st
are invited to attend an informational
meeting about the Europe in Transi- Campus Briefly is compiled by Carrie
tion prosram on Tuesday from 4 to 5 Pond, :1ssistant news t•ditor. If you
~.m::-tn Room ":3{)6 ;of: the "':iltl:t'!r- would lfke to submit information for
Applied Science Building North.
Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.

Friday, Dec. 3
9:13 a.m. An officer was
requested to meet with a housing official at the front desk of
Hart College regarding vandalism with racial connotations.
9:35 a.m. Facilities Management received a report of an
individual who broke a window
in the Hart computer lab. The
individual was beating on the
window in an attempt to get the
construction workers to quiet
down.
10:30 a.m. An individual called
from Hart College wanting to
file a noise complaint regarding
the construction of the new coffee shop. The individual was
upset with the jackhammering
early in the morning.
3:46 p.m. A student from College Courts reported noisy
neighbors. Upon investigation.
the responding officer advised
there was no longct: loud music
playing and advised the caller to
report again if there was a r eoccurrence.
11:11 p.m. A citation was issued
to Regents CoJJcgc resident
Danny Scholl, sophomore from
Louisville, for possession of
alcohol by a minor.
11:40 p.m. A citation was issued
to Regents College resident
Aaron Menser. freshman from

still under investigation by
officials.

Saturday, Dec. 4

1\tesday, Dec. 7

1:55 a.m. A call was made from

2:01 a.m. The members at the

an elevator in W hite College.
The front desk worker advised
the elevators were working
properly, and there were several intoxicated subjects pushing the call button.
7:40 a.m. An officer advised
there were Dumpsters present
on Payne Street that were not
usually in the area. T he
grounds crew was advised.
5:58 p.m. A request was made
to have a couple escorted out
of Racer Arena after a dispute
arose regarding money. All
parties were separated and
escorted from the building.

Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
house reported the theft of
their Christmas decorations.
T he Murray Police Department was notified because the
house is off campus.
1:57 p.m. Smoke was reported
in the Trio Building. The conference room light ballast was
the cause. Facilities Management remained on the scene to
repair the light.
8:37 p.m. An individual called
requesting someone with a
flashlight to help find keys he
lost somewhere between
Waterfield Library and Faculty
Hall. The keys were not found.

Sunday, Dec. S
1:42 a.m. A citation was issued

Wednesday, Dec. 7

to Clark College resident
James Woodrum, freshman
from Louisville, for possession
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia. Also, Richard Ciresi,
freshman from Louisville, was
issued a citation for possession
of marijuana.
3:07 a.m. A caller reported an
individual from White College
w ho was thought to have overdosed on alcohol. The Murray
Police Department advised they
would send Emergency Medical
Services. The EMS did not
transport the individual.
9:06 p.m. The fire alarm was
activated in Woods Hall. Central Plant called someone in to
fix the detector.

6:45 a.m. A caller from
Winslow Dining Hall reported
numerous car s illegally parked.
Parking enforcement was notified. Parking citations were
issued.
.
1:55 p.m. The Murray Police
Department reported an individual traveling west on Main
Street hitting a subject inside
the vehicle. No contact was
made w ith the owner.
3:16 p .m. A caller from Hart
College reported a fight in
progress on the fifth floor.
Officer requested Emergency
Medical Services. The individual refused to be transported
by EMS. Housing Professional
Staff, Counseling staff and Student Affairs were contacted.

Monday, Dec. 6
8:40 a.m. A WKMS employee
reported damage to face plate
from attempted illegal entry.
2:30 p.m. An individual
requested to speak to an officer
regarding unwanted e-mails on
campus.
11:32 p.m. A caller requested
an officer in the reside nce
director's
apartment
in
Regents College regarding a
sexual offense. The incident is

BRADLEY

Yearround Buy
Backs

fight with no weapons at the
Sigma Chi house. Murray Police
Department was notified.
3:09 p.m. The department of
psychology requested an officer
escort to Four Rivers for a suicidal patient.
3:49 p.m. An officer was
advised that there was a dead
animal in front of the residence
director's door at Regents College.
7:23 p.m. A caller reported
vehicles parked in the roadway
west of the Industry and Technology Center. The fraternity
whose cars were blocking the
roadway promised to move the
vehicles.

Princeton, for possession of
alcohol by a minor.

Motorist assists - 4
Racer escorts - 4
Arrests- 0

Police Beat is compiled by Carrie Pond, assistant news editor,
with materials provided by
Public Safety. All dispatched
calls are not listed. For a complete listing, visit www.the·
news.org.
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New regulations
will affect
tag disbursement

Workers complete
facility for students
From Pagel

I

.~

ter will eventually offer
·other health screening
tests such as blood
screening, which screens
for cholesterol and sugar
levels in the blood. The
wellness center will offer
a nutritional counseling
program, and there will
be personal trainers avail•able to help students
establish a workout program.
Broughton said there
I are 'other programming
1opportunities that will be
· introduced if the interest
•seems great enough.
"I have people who
have offered to help initi·
ate yoga, tap dancing and
ballroom dancing class1 es,"
he said. "But to
ensure these programs
will make it, there have to
· be enough students, faculty and staff to participate. It will very much be
a trial and error format
for programming. We
will
maintain programs
1
that do work and cut out
programs that aren't making it."
Broughton also said
there is a possibility there
will be fees associated
with some of the offered
programs.
1 "No decision has been
made at this point as to
which programs will have
costs associated with
them," he said. "If there
are fees (associated with
a program) the fees will
be at a minimal level."
Broughton said there is
a committee comprised
of the Student Government Association, Residential College Association, students, faculty,

'. .

staff and the director of
the wellness center that
looks at what types of
programming will be
available.
"We want to ensure we
incorporate the needs of
the students as well as the
faculty and staff, and are
open to any suggestions,"
he said. "I have been
given the charge to create
programming that meets
student needs and that's
what I'm trying to do."
Broughton will be at
Tuesday's open house
and said he will· be available to talk about the various
programs
and
receive suggestions. Anyone with a suggestion is
also welcome to e-mail
him at corky.broughton
@murraystate.edu.
Tabitha Rickermann,
junior from Columbia,
111., plays intramural basketball and is excited
about the new wellness
center
"It will be nice to have
more courts," she said. "It
gets really crowded during the week."
Rickermann appreciates that there will be
personal trainers available for students.
"I hate going over to
Carr Health and asking
how the weight machines
work because there's no
one to help you," she said.
Matthew Curry, junior
from Owensboro, said he
will probably not go to
the wcllness center when
it opens.
"I'm more or less indifferent to the wellncss
center, but I feel we could
have spent money to\'O'ard
a parking garage or some
other parking asset," he

From Pagel
requesting one must first submit an
application filled out by their doctor
stating how the disability relates to
Kentucky statutes.
Felton said the application would
first go to the Office of Equal Opportunity to ensure statute compliance.
If the request complies with state law,
it will be forwarded to Public Safety
for the placard to be issued, he said.
Another change il'\ the system
involves individuals with temporary
disabilities. Felton said they could
still receive special parking permits
but will not be issued handicapped
parking placards. Instead, those individuals will receive different decals
that will allow them to park closer
temporarily.
Felton said the system was changed
regarding temporary disabilities to
protect those with permanent disabilities. He said changes were not made
because of complaints.
"With everything you do, you want
to look and see if you can revise it and
make it better,'' he said. "We met with
everybody on campus that could give
us some input."
The planning for changes began in
October. After officials developed a
first draft of the changes, they submitted it to University Counsel for
review, Felton said. Officials fmalized
the decision Tuesday afternoon, and
it is now posted on Public Safety's
Web site. Letters are also being sent
out to the 80 people who have handicapped placards to notify them.
Felton said applicants who reapply
for placards will not be charged addi. tional fees. He said there are 162
handicapped parking places available.
David DeVoss, Public Safety captain, said those with state-issued
decals will still be required to apply
for a placard from the University.
"It doesn't change enforcement so
much as the policy adds clarity to the
process," DeVoss said. "Our persons
with disabilities will be more well
served."

(Above) Scott Gamble,
from Paducah, touches
up a stairwell in the
wellness
cente r.
(Right) The
fitness
e quipment is being
moved into the facility
as the grand opening
n ears. Dan Sawyer,
from
Pittsburgh,
a ssembles
the
machines as they
arrive at the center.
said. "I feel that more
parking places would be
beneficial to overall campus life. That's not to say
the new wellness center
will not have its benefits
for campus life, but the
University may have its
priorities off check."
For a slideshow of photographs featuring the
interior and exterior of the
new wcllness center, visit
www.thenews.org.
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OPINION
Poor drainage on campus
leaves pedestrians .soaked'

I

Do you think dfainage
on campus
is a problem?
"Yes, J hate
swimming to
class every day."
Cindy Hyers
senfcr, Louisville

"Yes, I shouldn't
have to go
through an
obstacle course
of puddles every
time it rains."

........

EveyMaddox
sflnior. Cincinnati

''Yes. because it
smells like dead

fish."
Jeremy Parker
junior, Tamms, Ill.

I

'

CAMPUS.

"Yes, puddles are

SEVERE

everywhere.
My socks are
constantly

DRAINAGE
PROBLEMS

· soaked."

LEAVE

STUDENTS

Wesley Turner

SOAKED AND

Sflmor, Dover. Tenn.

DRIPPING
BEFORE THEY

Ricky Agostin/!he Nt'W5

HALFWAY TO

CLASS.

Position:
THE
UNIVERSITY
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Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
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Elizabeth Caweln
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OR THE CITY
OF MURRAY
MUST DO
SOMETHING
TO COMBAT

THIS PROBLEM.
STUDENTS

SHOULD NOT
HAVE TO WADE
TO CLASS.

Janet Robb
College Life Editor

762-4481

Stephanie Buford
Online Editor • 762-4480

Crystal Palmisano
Chief Copy Editor · 762-4468

back onto campus and in the
walking paths of students.
Yeatts also added that work
on the drainage systems would
be incredibly expensive, and
the University could only act in
whatever capacity possible.
Perhaps Yeatts' most important observation about the
drainage issue, however, was
that in his nine years of work
with Facilities Management at
Murray State, he could recall
two complaints concerning the
problem.
Students complain on an
almost daily basis about being
soaked on the way to class, and
everyone surveyed in this
week's "What do you think?"
said they felt drainage was a
problem on campus. If all these
people are affected by the
excess water on campus, why
hasn't anything been done
about it?
As Yeatts said, "Drainage
would never be something that
would rate high on the complaint scale."
If this is such a hindrance to
students, the phones at Facilities Management should be
ringing off the hook, especially
during weeks of solid rain such
as we have seen recently. If no
one alerts the people who can
help the situation to the fact
that a problem exists, it cannot
be fixed.

Student groups give back to community
OUR VIEW:

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762-4468

Tonya Wlrgau
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998

Issue:
THE HOUDAY
SEASON IS A

TIMF OF JOY,
The Murray State News strives to be the Uni·
verslty community's source for information.
Our goal is to present that Information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also ptovlde a
lree and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News offers a hands-on
learning environment for those students Inter·
ested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be lree from cen·
eorshlp and adVance approval of copy; and, its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News Is prepared and edited by students and is an official publication of
Murray State University. The first copy of The
Murray State News is free.
Additional copies are avatlable for 25 cents
.,, 111 Wilson HRII

have these complaints been
reported to facilities management, and is there anything the
University can do?
James Oakley, storm water
drainage engineer for the city
of Murray, said while the University and the city work
together on issues like this, it
would be a rare occasion for
the city to turn down such a
request, because any updates
• or chal'tges needed are generally in the best interest of students and the University community.
"Murray State is doing all
kinds of great things," Oakley
said. "There's no 'no, you can't
do that,' coming from us."
•
Dewey Yeatts, director of
Facilities Management for the
University, said the problems
with drainage are not caused
by drains on campus. Instead,
lack of space in drainage systerns downstream from the
University is to blame.
All of the storm water
drainage from campus flows
into a creek off of Hwy. 641, in
front of Wal-Mart. From the
creek it goes into Clarks River.
When inclement weather
hangs around for an extended
period of time, the creek
remains fairly full. Thus, if
another significant rainfall
occurs, the drainage pipes get
backed up, forcing the water

762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
When was the last time you
arrived in class dripping wet,
your pants soaked to the knees
and your shoes squishing as
you walked?
If you are an on-campus resident of this University, it probably wasn't very long ago.
Someone unfamiliar with
Murray State's horrendous
drainage problems might have
seen you and thought Hurricane Murray was taking place
just outside the classroom
doors. The unfortunate truth of
the matter is that even on days
when rainfall is moderate to
light there are still serious
issues in water runoff and
drainage, especially in the
heart of campus by the Curris
Center.
Students who walk to class
from their residential colleges
are likely to be sopping before
they are even halfway across
campus.
So what, if anything, can be
done to cure this problem? Students constantly complain
about drainage to one another,
and certainly no one likes
being soaking wet first thing in
the morning and walking in
squishy shoes all day long. But

BUT FOR SOME

IT IS A 'flME OF
GREAT NEED.

Position:
CAMPUS
GROUPS WHO
GIVE BACK
SHOULD BE
COMMENDED
FOR THEIR
FFFO'RT~

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
During the holidays it is easy
to get wrapped up in buying
gifts for family and friends and
participating in the traditions
of the season and forget there
are others in your community
who are unable to celebrate for
a variety of reasons.
Each year in December student organizations on campus
remember those less fortunate
and reach out to help by making holiday contributions to

charities or participating in
charitable projects.
Though acts of kindness like
this may only be seen on a
large scale once a year, it is still
refreshing to see college students working together to help
the underprivileged, when our
demographic is sometimes
perceived as apathetic and selfcentered.
Projects taken on by campus
organizations include giving
gifts to underprivileged children, raising money for families in crisis, donating to local
charities like Needline or
Angel's Attic or making shoe-

boxes full of gifts to send to
children in need.
Campus organizations giving
back this year include Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity, Regents
College, Rotaract, Clark College, Elizabeth College and
others.
See the front page story on
Christmas charity activities for
more information on how and
where students are pledging
their time.
To those students who have
chosen to give back this season, thank you for continuing
to reinforce the maxim that it
is better to give than to receive.
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Don't mess
with a lady
on Estrogen

f\rt of Kissing' not morally deficient
Last week, an article in
the Opinion section by
Adam Mathis accused "The
Art of Kissing" program of
sending "negative moral
messages" to students on
campus.
This program, a Student
Government Association
sponsored event, was held
three weeks ago and invited
the nationally renowned
Michael Christian to share
with students his knowledge and unique perspective on the "Art of Kissing."
As a senator-at-large for
SGA, I believe the program
was a success. There was a
large number of students in
attendance and by the reaction of the audience during
the show, I am confident
most of the students would
consider it a success as
well.
While I appreciate the
concern for the moral wellbeing of our student body, I
personally hold a higher
faith in the characteristics

In My
Opinion.

LeeAnna
Green
"I SEE
STUDENTS
AS ADULTS
WHO
DESERVE
TO BE
TREATED
AS ADULTS."

~

of the general student population. We are in a college
environment and instead of
assuming all college students would participate in
"ostensible selfishness," I
see students as aduJts who
deserve to be treated as
adults.
SGA's purpose on campus
is to serve the student body.
When presented with the
opportunity to bring Christian to our campus, SGA
accepted knowing his program would be appreciated
by many students. Notice I
said many students, not all.
This campus contains more
than 10,000 students, and
SGA realizes it cannot
please every student with
every program. The organization looks for good program ideas and strives to
bring the best it can to Murray State.
Looking at Christian's
resume, I considered seeing
his show a rare and exciting
opportunity. Christian has

been on numerous national
talk shows illustrating his
unique knowledge of kissing. He has even made an
appearance on Oprah. If
Oprah sees value in the
unique expertise of Christian, then SGA should take
advantage of the opportunity to bring his talent to our
students.
By airing Christian's program on her show, was
Oprah looking to turn
America into a land full of
those indulging in a "hedonistic fantasy?" I think not.
the
Discovery
Also,
Channel filmed at "The Art
of Kissing'' while on Murray State's campus. If the
Discovery Channel puts the
program on air for its viewers to see, it too should be
accused of corrupting viewers and exposing them to
indecent behavior.
Last week's article said
"kissing is an expression of
love, and pleasure merely a
byproduct." In no way did

Columbus sailed
the ocean blue
in 1972!

Christian or SGA disagree
by the allowance of this
program on our campus.
One could even take from
the program ways to further
express their love, perhaps
in more unique ways.
In the concern of all SGA
campus activities I offer
this explanation: SGA gives
students the opportunity to
enjoy extracurricular activities, and the students can
decide what to take and utilize from the events. I have
faith that Murray State students will accept responsibility for their own actions.
Thus, it is not the responsibility of SGA to censor its
programs, for that would
only belittle the, constituents it is supposed to
be serving.

LeeAnna Green is a sopho·
more accounting major from
Mayfield.

II squared equals
the quadratic for,mulaf

Tom Sawyer wrote
Uncle Tom's Cabin!
I

I

Finals Examius

LOve possible, fiance found at Murray State
In My
Opinion

Kara
Short
"THE KEY WAS
KNOWING AND
TRUSTING
THAT
JESUS CHRIST
WOULD BRING
THE RIGHT
MAN INTO MY
liFE AT THE
RIGHT TIME."

In response to Holly Willson's commentary last
week, I'd just like to let
everyone know that it is
quite possible to find a mail
in Murray who possesses all
the qualities women want.
I found my own caring,
athletic, tine-looking, intelligent specimen right here
at Murray State, and we're
gettin~ married in five
months. The key was knowing and trusting that Jesus
Christ would bring the right
man into my life at the right
time.
I also tried to listen to the
advice of people who are
older and wiser than me.
One of the most valuable
things they told me was if I
wanted to find the perfect
husband, then during my
singleness I should work on
becoming the perfect wife.
Another thing that helped
was my decision that I
might as well enjoy my
years of being single.
I love being in a relationship, but I also loved being
single and unattached to

horse's
mouth...

·--··~

someone else's schedule
and priorities. Society tells
us that if you are single,
then there is something
wrong with you. I think
people would have fewer
regrets if they didn't waste
their "free" years going
through one relationship ·
after another.
It also seems the world
wants us to believe that sex
is the equivalent oflove. If a
guy or girl wants to have
sex with someone they arc
not married to, they are
showing no respect, and
therefore no love, toward
that person.
Deciding who you are
going to marry is the most
important decision of your
life other than deciding to
live for Jesus. I know if people wait patiently and trust
God, He will give them the
desires of their hearts. He
knows what you want and
need even more than you
do. I was single for five
years before my soon-to-be
husband asked me out last
April. I had known him

since I came to Murray
State in 1999 and was
attracted to him from the
beginning, but I decided to
let God be in control and
make that decision for me.
So, for that period of time
I got to see who he really
was, without the pretending
and heartbreak that generally come from casual dating. I observed how he
acted under pressure, the
way he treated those closest
to him, and how he made
decisions. I saw the real him
so I knew before he ever
even asked me out that he
was the kind of guy with
whom I wanted to spend
the rest of my life. Now I'm
having the time of my life
with the man of my dreams.
To give you an idea of just
how good it can be: during
my lunch hour he takes a
break from writing his book
(for real) and cooks for me,
he loves football and even
takes the time to explain
who the players are and
what they're doing, he's one
of the most intelligent peo-

Straight Eye for
the Straight Guy

'Dude' takes place
in U.S. lexicon

Apparently the fight
among men to determine
who is more "metrosexual''
is over, and the tight to see
who is more manly bas
begun again.
Two men were overheard
in conversation on the first
floor of the Curris Center
la~t wee~ arguing about
thiS very ISSUe.
One said to the other,
"I'm straight," and his
friend responded with, "No,
I'm straighter.''

According to an article on
cnn.com, a linguist at the
University of Pittsburgh is
working to make "dude," .a
word commonly used by
collegians, an acceptable
term in everyday vocabulary.
"An admitted dude-user
during his college years,
Scott Kiesling said the fourletter word has many uses:
in greetings ('What's up,
dude?'); as an exclamation
('Whoa, Dude!'); commiser-

-

-

ple I know, he makes sure I
have fresh flowers at all
times, he enjoys giving me
foot massages and not only
does he think I'm the most
wonderful woman in the
world, but he tells me so
quite often. I can honestly
say he is the most amazing
man I know, but I have him
only because we had both
surrendered the dating and
relationship area of our
lives to God.
I truly believe that if people trust God and wait, He
will bless them for it the
same way He has blessed
me. I am 100 percent sure
that if you surrender your
life to Him, you will have
more peace, success and
true love than you could
ever have making your own
decisions.

Kara Short is a an ESL student adviser and graduate
from Norris City, nl.

ation
m so
sorry.'); to one-up someone
('That's so tame, dude.'); as
well as aareement, surprise
and diJBust ('Dude.').''
However, dude's meanings go even deeper than
this, Kiesling said.
..To decode the word's
meaning,· Kiesling listened
to conversations with fraternity members he taped
in 1993.
"He also had undergraduate students in sociolinguistics classes in 2001 and
2002 write down the first
20 t imes they heard 'dude'

• rC'
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Hormones.
I don't think I'm completely offbase when I say women got the raw
deal on this one.
Let's review:
1. Estrogen sucks.
Yeah, all praises be to estrogen for
making me a woman and all, but seriously- I could've done without all the
other small-print side effects that
come with having
this stuff coursing
through my body.
This is especially
true during certain
times of the month
when I'm convinced
there
m ust
be
enough estrogen in
me to make Arnold
Schwarzenegger
into Paris Hilton,
and every time I see ULI:ImW
a slightly attractive Elizabeth
male I want to lasso Cawein
him in and demand
he assist me in propagating the
species.
Let's just say for the sake of argument males had a similar rollercoaster of hormonal imbalance. What
would this overload of testosterone
do? During a week out of the month
men would disappear from campus,
all of them holed up in the gym trying
to max out their muscles, bench press
twice their body weight and bronze
themselves to all blinding oblivion.
Either that or they'd be standing in a
line outside housing with their tool
belts trying to fix everything on campus that isn't even broken.
On to the second lesson.
2. Estrogen is likely to make females
sit and ponder the existence of love in
the universe and opine the disappearance of the hopeless romantic over
piano rock or cheesy 1980s love songs
most likely penned by Lionel Richie,
cry at fabric softener commercials
and spend hours sifting through pictures of themselves when they were
"so skinny!"
Not that I've done that. Recently.
Ever. Moving on.
3. No other chemical, natural or
man-made, bas the power to make a
woman consume an entire 1,000-plus
calorie-pint of Ben and Jerry's Cherry
Garcia or Funky Monkey in a single
sitting.
4. The holidays aren't making all
this business any easier.
I suppose it is probably best men
don't go through the hellacious
monthly mayhem 9rought to females
by our very womanhood. At least we
can compose ourselves after an especially moving commercial or distract
ourselves with shiny Christmas lights
and sparkly ornaments.
If men went through this kind of
thing it might be entirely too much to
handle. After all, they spend the great
majority of their lives thinking with
the incorrect part of their bodies, anyway. Imagine what might happen if
that were amplified! Whole countries
would be obliterated. Cars would no
longer be manufactured with automatic transmissions. How else could
they show every facet of the very
manliness of their manhood?
Indeed, I have no desire for a hormonal man. I'm pretty fond of the
male species just the way it is - most
of the time.
I'm just offering a friendly reminder
to you, boys. The next time a woman
in your life seems a bit off kilter, say
anything to her except this: "Is it that
time of the month?"
Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

and who said it d uring a
three-day period.
"He found the word taps
into nonconformity and a
new American image of
leisurely success.,.
Not surprisingly, me n
were found to be the predomina nt users of the
word, but wo men also
somet imes called each
o ther dude, as well.
"Historically, dude originally meant 'old rags' - a
'dudesman' was a scarecrow. In the late 1800s. a
'd ude' was akin to a 'dandy,•
a meticulously dr essed
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man, especially out West.
"It became 'cool' in the
1930s and 1940s, according
to Kiesling. Dude began its
rise in the tee113ge lexicon
with the 1981 movie 'Fast
Times at Ridg~mont High....
Kiesling's findings on the
"dude" we know and love
w ill be published in the fall
edition
of
American
Speech.

Seen somethi1J8 humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tfp$ for "Straight from the
horse's
mouth"
to
ecawein@thenews.org.
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Public Safety officer warns students to safeguard against theft
Marissa Casey
Staff Writer
mcasey@t henrws.org

David DeVoss, University
chief of police, said students
should be more mindful of
the possibility of theft
"At this time of year we
experience more theft," he
said. "In our academic
buildings, yes. but in our
residential colleges, too. As
we near the end of a semester or a holiday, we see the
trend go upward."
DeVoss said careless mistakes often provide the
opportunity for theft.
"We feel so safe and we
leave something lying
around," he said. "In the residential colleges, we have a
good sense of community
here. Our students know
each other, so that's good
and that's bad. It's good that

photo illustration by Andrea Chapman/The Newo;

At the end of each semester, the possibility of theft
increases. Pollee advise students take the necessary
precautions to prevent theft.
students get to know their
T heft is something with
neighbors, but we shouldn't w hich Michelle Hawkins,
be so trusting we go off to a .• senior from Gilbertsville, is
meeting a leave our room aJ] too familiar. A little more
open."
than a week ago her laptop

~'

?- ·

project and letters to my
children and husband from
this summer before I had
surgery were on there. I'm a
senior and everything from
my college career was on
the computer."
Hawkins said there was a
possible suspect, but the
person was cleared.
"I can't point lingers, but
it makes you wary," she
said. "It wasn't like it ~as
my child, so you have to put
it in perspective, but it was
mine. I'm still praying and l
hope someone will turn it
in."
There is hope for
Hawkins. DeVoss said the
University police do recover stolen items on occasion.
"We may go for some
time and not recover anything," he said. "But we may
make an arrest and recover
a great deal of stolen prop-

erty. We may clear five or
lO burglaries with (one
arrest). We're fairly successful."
DeVoss said people can
increase their chances of
recovering and deter theft.
"Students need to know
that taking a moment to use
an engraver or etching pen
is a tremendous deterrent to
theft because items are less
likely to be purchased by a
pawn shop or sold to other
people," DeVoss said.
De Voss also encouraged
students to call the police if
they see anything suspicious.
"We're pleased that they
think enough to help others," he said. "We'd rather
investigate 100 people and
find out they're here for a
legitimate purpose than
have one bad guy walk right
in and steal something."

.MAIN STREET l\1USIC
2 10 J.,1aiu St1.·eet
7 59- 0420

"~THE*'/
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AND ELECTRIC GUITARS

Patricia

AMPS -KnBOAIDS AND MORE

BULLPEN
Steaks &' Syirits

was stolen from the Oakley
Applied Science Building.
Hawkins was meeting
with other students to work
on a research project when
she left momentarily.
"Several group members
went to the third floor for
additional information for
the project," said Hawkins.
"The other member of our
group came to teU us he was
leaving, so we went back to
the social work lounge,'' she
said. "When I got there I
noticed my computer was
missing. We thought the
other person may have
taken it to the office, but
that was not the case."
Hawkins said she was
upset about losing her computer, which contained
many important files.
"Everything I needed was
on that computer," she said.
"My backup files for the

MAINSTREETGUITARS.COM
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College heads choose senior man, woman
Stephanie Zeller
Staff Writer
szeller@thenews.org

What does Chanukah
celebrate?
It is a Jewish holiday that cel-

ebrates the rededication of
the Jewish temple and The
Festival of Lights.

What you said:
"It's a festivity for Jewish people. Instead of Christmas,
they celebrate Chanukah. I
don't know exactly what it's
for."
William Williams
sophomore from Murray
"' "I don't know. Christ's birth?"
·
Joseph Wilkerson
freshman from Mayfield

The college heads have spoken
and this semester's Outstanding
Senior Man and Woman are Scott
Morgan and Jessica "Shay"
Barnes.
The Outstanding Senior Man
and Woman were announced at
the Senior Breakfast Wednesday
morning, and the recipients will
speak at Commencement Dec. 18.
The awards are based on academic achievement, co-curricular
activities and service.
Scott Morgan, from Louisville,
said he was surprised but honored to receive the recognition.
"I didn't even know that they
had Outstanding Senior Man and
Woman for the December Commencement,'' Morgan said.
Morgan said a life-changing

"The celebration of lights
where one part of oil lasted
eight days and nights."
Dallas c'Jo" Young
freshman from Benton
"It's a Jewish holiday, right?
The whole eight days thing."
Beth Adams
sophomore from Lancaster

Correct answers: 5
Wrong answers: 5

and continue
research I have
already started," he said.
Morgan is a
re s idential
adviser at Clark
Residential
College. For the
past two years,
Morgan
has
held the posi· '------...r.-....J
tion of Psy- Shay Barnes
chology Club
President and is a psychology
department Student Ambassador.
Dec. 18, he will graduate in the
Honors Program.
"Education (at Murray State)
has been top notch," Morgan said.
When "Shay" Barnes, from Paducah, received the letter of recognition, she immediately called her
mom.
"I thought I had a pretty good

chance of getting_ it," Barnes said.
Barnes, a business administra·
tion major, is involved in many
organizations on campus. She is a
member of Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority. She is the vice president
of the National Society for Collegiate Scholars and was a Student
Ambassador and Fall Orientation
Leader. She is a member of the
Accounting Society and the
honor society Beta Alpha Psi.
Like Morgan, Barnes studied
abroad in Regensberg, Germany,
but her experience caused her to
appreciate her hometown. Communication between citizens of
Germany was a challenge.
"I didn't speak German at all so
communication was difficult,"
Barnes said.
Barnes is looking for a job, but
plans to get her master's degree.
She said her future goal is to own
her own restaurant.

Debates provide avenue for residential college competition
Carrie Pond
Assistant News Editor

"Chanukah celebrates the
Jewish Christmas, when the
Jews are um ... waiting for
Jesus to come back!'
John Jefferson
freshman from Fishers, Ind.

experience for
him was Sept.
11, 2001, when
be was studying in Germany.
"l
feel
my experience
with that was
different than
most Ameri·
cans (because I
was
overScott
Morgan seas)," Morgan
said.
Morgan said' traveling abroad
gave him a more global perspective and influenced his decision
to minor in political science.
Morgan. a psychology major,
has applied to seven graduate
schools and plans to apply to five
others.
"My long-term goal is to
become a university professor

cpond@thenews.org

Monday Regents College won
the Murray State University
Speech and Debate Union's Fall
2004 College of BPA Dean's
Debate, a competition in which
all of the residential colleges participated.
Crystal Coleman, director of
speech and debate, said the
Speech and Debate Union, modeled from Oxford University, is
comprised of the eight debate
societies for the residential colleges.
"(The Union) was formed obviously to promote oral and written
communication skills, analytical
thinking and to help students be
aware of the issues," she said. "Of
course, the Speech and Debate
Union supports the initiatives of
the American Democracy Project.
The issues we debate arc serious
issues."
Coleman said some of the top·
ics debated were mandatory

attendance policies, whether or
not the United States should act
alone in the Iraq War and
whether or not President George
W. Bush should put more empha·
sis on domestic issues.
Coleman said last week the
eight teams debated in elimination rounds that took about an
hour and a half.
The teams that moved on to the
finals were Hester and Regents
colleges, Coleman said.
For winning the debates, Coleman said participants won
Regents $300 and received $50
each in individual prize money.
Second place awards were also
given to Hester coUege participants.
.
In the spring, the Union wlll
host a similar debate, called the
Spring .2005 Provost Premiere,
she said.
"It is in honor of (Gary) Brockway who funds the Union," Coleman said. "The winning college
gets $1,000 and each winning
team member gets $500 each."
She said anyone who is inter-

ested in joining the Union can
contact their college debate captain or her at 762-4467.
"There are (more than) 20 people in the Union who would love
more to join," she said.
Coleman said the Union's travel team recently did well at the
regional competition.
"We took first place novice
debate team and first and second
place in top debate speech,'' she
said. ''(The team) brought home
11 trophies."
Coleman said the team hopes to
travel to Morehead State for the
state tournament and the nationals in St. Louis, but it depends on
whether they receive funding.
Amber DuVcntre, vice presiacnt of the Speech and Debate
Union and junior from Jackson,
Tenn., said she believes the
debates are important.
"Since we use the residential
college !de.a. it is important that
everybody sees the residential
college concept from the speech
and debate aspect." she said. "It is
also a great way to show exactly

what speech and debate does and
how, depending on your major, it
can really help you in your
career."
Chelsie Zeigler, president of
the Hart College debate team,
publicity chair for the Speech and
Debate Union and freshman from
Owensboro, said the debates are a
new way students can compete
for their residential colleges.
•(The
debates)
promote
healthy competition between the
residential colleges and allows
students who are not necessarily
the athletes in the residential col·
leges to compete,'' she said.
Zeigler believes the Speech and
Debate Union is a good organization for all majors.
"It gives people a chance to get
up and speak so when they get to
their jobs, they won't have to be
afraid of speaking to their boss, in
group meetings, or make presentations to clients," she said.
"(Public speaking) is used in all
job forms."

For full coverage,
www.thenews.org.

visit

We want you!
Come by The Murray
State News Room 111
for more information
or call 6877.
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Student revamps looks
day makeovers.
"It was a different experience, but I felt like she knew
what she was talking about,"
Moore said.
Wurth has hosted more than
20 makeover parties like the
school, and then, when my one Moore and Phipps attendradiator went out on my car, I ed. She was trained by Mary
realized what a good job it is to Kay officials, by c-eading,
have," she said.
watching instructional videos
Cars are what people think of and trying out the make-up on
when they think of Mary Kay, herself.
big pink Cadillacs, and while
Phipps, on the other hand,
Wurth would not mind earning bas been to many free
one, she said she enjoys work- makcovers.
ing with people and make-up.
"I like to go to them when I
Wurth tries to keep the can because they are always
makeover sessions comfortable coming out with something
and includes hot chocolate and new to try," she said.
fudge to beat the winter cold as
Phipps also was impressed
she moisturizes faces to ward with Wurth's willingness to
off any potential damage from create custom gift packages.
sun or pollution exposure.
She has a lot of friends who
Participants can expect a wear Mary Kay and said it
complete makeover from mois- would be a quick, easy gift idea.
turizer and foundation to eye
"I can make a basket or someshadow and mascara without thing based on what someone
heavy pressure to buy every- wears, and I'll even 'gift wrap it
thing being applied to their for free," said Wurth
faces. They are also encourThe hardest part of offering
aged to practice all of the tech- these makeovers, said Wurth, is
niques themselves.
getting people who arc skepti"I want them to learn how to cal and nervous about letting
do it at home," Wurth said. "It someone else do their make-up.
is not helpful when someone
"Just try it once because you
does it for you and you can't just never know,·· she said.
recreate it."
The free holiday makeovcrs
Moore had never been to a will contuinue until Winter
makeover like Wurth's and said Break begins. For appointments
it was a good idea to have holi- call 753-5715.

Free makeovers
for holidays
Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer
cfields@thenews.org

Jannil Tanner/The News

Mindy Moore, sophomore from Witt, Ill., applies lipstick last Friday
after learning new holiday make-up techniques.

With the holiday season right
around the corner and holiday
parties being scheduled, Ashley
Wurth would like to help, at
least in the make-up department.
A sophomore from Paducah,
Wurth is also a Mary Kay consultant and is offering free
makeovers to anyone wanting a
new look.
"It's a good way for girls to
learn new techniques for their
make-up," Mindy Moore,
sophomore from Witt, Ill., said.
"I always have trouble doing
my eyes," Lindsey Phipps,
sophomore from Drakesboro,
said. "It was (good) to get
someone else's opinion and
help."
The two students made an
appointment and attended a
makeover session at Wurth's
apartment last Friday night.
Wurth has been working with
Mary Kay since October and
has enjoyed having the job
while going to school.
"I have to put myself through

'

Hanging greens
holiday tradition
at Murray State

... -

Stephanie Salmons
Staff Writer
ssalmons@thenews.org

Tyler Moore

Let's face it, college students kno~ ~tef'
than others money does not grow on ~· or:
magically appear in depleted bank acco~ts.
The holiday season reinforces this fact, w'llli
the obscene amount of gifts to buy for family,
friends and acquaintances, but very little cash
to do so.
Placemat Purse
Howcv~. this holiday season, students do
not have to break the bank to create personalIt may sound odd at first, but placemat pursized gifts for everyone on their Christmas list. es can make cute gifts f91' the women lon student~ gift lists. Cloth pla~emats can be found
Ornaments
at Wal-Mart or 'Big Lots often for $1 to $2 or
less. Along with a placemat, two yardS of ribGlass ornaments can be found at Wal-Mart bon and a yard of nylon webbing for handles
for as low~ $1.88. Eight frosted ornaments can also need to be be purchased. ;Both can be
be purchased for $4.88. Whether clear oc frost- bought for less than $1 per yard.
ed ornaments are purchased. they can be perMerely fold the placeiriat in half, with dle top
sonalized for friends and family.
facing inward and sew the sides with a .Uaight
Paint p~ns in an array of colors are $257 stitch. Reverse the placemat once it has been
each and can be used to decorate ornaments sewn. and attach the n~n netting on both
for friends and family members with names, sides, creating handles. Sew ribbon around the
quotes or jqkes.
opening and along the hmdles for decoration.
"Tie-dye" ornaments are .another option for Sew two separate pieces of ribbon on each side
the cash-strapped student. All that is required of the purse beneath the handles for ties.

Holiday festivities have
taken over Murray State
Campus. The tree atop Elizabeth College is lit. Christmas parties arc in full
swing, and the tree in Curris Center was lit Thursday
night as part of the Hanging
of the Green ceremony.
Derrick
McReynolds,
adviser or the Residential
College Association, said
the Hanging of the Green is
a celebration, gathering and
mingling event where students, faculty and staff and
the community are invited
for food, drink and fellowship.
The Hanging of the Green
used to be a tradition held
every year on Murray
State's campus, but the tradition has diminished over
the years.
"There have been many
attempts to rekindle this
tradition,''
said
McReynolds. "We hope that

Staff Writer
tmoore!a)thenews.org

art by Chia-Hung Chang'The News

f

this time will not be just an
attempt but will draw the
student body to start the
tradition in the new generation."
Although the Hanging of
the Green may be a newer
campus tradition, music has
always abounded at Murray
State throughout its history,
said Roger Reichmuth,
interim director of Development.
''For many years, the University choir presented a
program of both sacred and
secular music in Lovett
Auditorium for children
from the local school systems," said Reichmuth.
The program began with
a candlelight processional
to an a cappella arrangement of "Angels We Have
Heard on High.'' The concert ended with Santa coming down the aisle to "Jingle
Bells."

Also for a number of
years, there were madrigal

see CURRIS I 12
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This Week
•Friday
Movie
7 p.m., Sigma Phi
Eplison, "El f," $1
admission, Lovett
Auditorium

•Saturday

J. Edward's restaurant first of its kind in Murray
Fine dining, romance
found at establishment
JanetRobb
College Life Editor

Concert
Noon, P.J. Vann, free
admission, Fashion
Bug

• Sunday
Horse Show
8 a.m., AQHA Horse
Show, free admission, EXPO Center

•.Monday
Study Break
7 p.m., Alpha Kappa

Alpha, free refreshments, games and
movies, Curris Center Stables

•Tuesday
Open House
Noon, free admission, Student Recreation and Well ness
Center

•Wed.nesday
Payment/Purge
Spring 2005 payment
is due, classes will be
purged for non-payment

• Thursday
A Christmas Carol
7 p.m.. adult tickets

$9. child, student,
senior citizen tickets
$7, Playhouse in the
Park

• Dec.IZ
Commencement
Reception
4 p.m., Graduates

and their guests are
invited, Alumni Center

9

jrobb@chenews.org

Candlelight, pristine white
table cloths and jazz music
playing in the background is
the setting found at J.
Edward's Seafood Steaks and
Spirits.
The first of its kind in Mur·
ray, Ed Johnson, owner, said
the restaurant would be successful before it opened Feb.

2.
"There was not a restaurant like this around here,
you know, with the fine dining," Johnson said. "The town
needed it."
Johnson said it has a casual,
elegant atmosphere. People
can come dressed casually or
wear more formal attire, he
said.
"We do tons of proms
(and) specialize in dates,"
Johnson said. "It's just a casual, relaxed atmosphere."
J. Edward's sells steaks and
many different types of
seafood, he said.
"It's the best food you can
get," Johnson said. "We buy
the best, we serve the best."
Weekends are busiest for J.
Edward's, .with most of the
tables reserved, he said. Fridays and Sahudays there is
live music. Acoustic guitar,
jazz, country and pop arc the

types of music heard while
dining.
"(Customers) come in, they
eat dinner 'and listen to the
music," Johnson said. "You
know, make an evening of it."
Johnson said reservations
are not needed during the
week but a rc requ ired for
weekends.
"Hopefully in the future
you'll need reservations six
days a week," he said.
Johnson said his favorite
part of owning a restaurant is
the people. Originally from
Chicago. he said people are
nicer here and there is a great
mixture of people.
J.
Edward's c lientele ranges
from lawyers and doctors to
students and farmers. Johnson said.
"In Chicago everybody's
not so friendly," he said.
"(Murrny) is a great town."
Johnson said many customers have compared J.
Edward's to restaurants in
larger cities.
"Everybody says
this
restaurant reminds them like
they've walked into Nashville
or Chicago when they come
in," he said.
Many students work at J.
Edward's as servers, bartenders and cooks. Amanda
Stevens, sophomore from
Memphis, has been a hostess
for about a month at J.

Edward's and said she really
loves the atmosphere.
Stevens said many customerss comment on how
beautiful and classy the
restaurant is.
"It's the classiest one in
Murray,'' she said. "The
atmosphere is very wholesome and the servers are
very friendly."
When customers leave,
Stevens said she asks them
how their meal was and has
a lways received favorable
comments.
"I've never had a bad complaint," Stevens said.
Other than live music on
Friday
and
Saturday
evenings, Stevens said they
also have a Vegas night and
50 cent oyster night.
Jessica Moore, junior from
Adairville, said she has never
been to one of the specialty
nights but often dines there.
"Overall (J. E~~
a reall~eoc:r'cxperience,"

Moote"said.
The servers were friendly
and looked very professional,
she said.
"It's a dining experience
not typically thought of to be
in Murray,'' Moore said. I
J. Edward's Seafood Steaks
and Spirits, located at 1901 N.
12th St., is open from 4 p.m. to
midnight Monday through
Saturday. For reservations
,call 753-7720.

The Murray Munchies series
will not continue into the
Spring semester.

Cheap Bats AU llllder $5
• Baked French O nion Soup .. $4.95
• J. JdWat<lS Tossed Sala9 - $3.95
• Loaded Baked Potato - $2.9S
• C-=sar Salad .. $3.95

•Dec. IS
Commence ment
Ceremony
10 a.m., Graduates

need to be at the
RSEC no later than 9
a.m.. RSEC

The College Life section showcase;; a weekly
series of locally owned, non-franchise Murray
eateries.

Alpha Gamma Delta
2005 Officers
President
VP Member Development
VP ,Scholarship
VP ecruitment
VP Finance
VP C' mpus Relations
Proper.ty Coordinator

Sarah Swiney
Erin Murphy
Lauren Hines
LeeAnna Green
Sarah Baker
Brittany Davis
Ashley St!lnton

Personal Develo,.nent Coordinator Kristin Roberts
Newj\fember Coordinator Cherie Stivers
Sfsterhood Coordinator Lauren Moore
Membership Coordinator Stephany Clark
Philanthropy Coordinator Racheal Jaenichen
Social Coordinator Annie Snider
Public Relations Coordinator Alicia Mathis
Ritual Coordinator Lauren Wilson
Publications Coordinator HoUy Temple
Purchasing Coordinator Allison Major
Risk Management Coordinator Becky Payne
Alumnae Relations Coordinator Charissa Acree
Activities Coordinator · Abbie Boswell
Correspondence Secretary McKinzey Hodge
Intramurals Coordinator Jennifer Glass
Telecommunications Coordinator Mikaela Dockery
Song Coordinator Caise Janet
Community Service Coordinator Whitney Fowler
Special Events Coordinator Jordyn Compton
Assistant Finance Layton Noel
Assistant Recruitment Erin Strader
Assistant Membership Coordinator Brandy Couleas
AGD Mom's Club Danielle Smith
Panhellenic Representative
Laura Manning
Guards Amanda Biller
Lacy Hocking
Molly Jones

•
,. .

l

photos by lannd Tanner/The N ew s

(Above) Ed Johnson, owner of J. Edward's Seafood
Steaks and Spirits, reaches for a wine glass to serve a
customer Tuesday. (Below) Bartender Teri Lovett,
senior from Paduca h, hands a margarita to server
Megan Scott, junior from Princeton. Tuesdays are Margarita and Ladies' Night and Wednesdays are Vegas
night where customers can win prizes and even a chance
to go to Las Vegas.

•
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Senior artists' showcase works in MSU galleries
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@ thenews.org

Today is the last day students will have the chance
to view graduating art students' artwork.
The art of five seniors
will be on display in the
Clara M. Eagle Galler y
while the works of two
bachelor of fine arts graduates will be exhibited in the
Curris Center Gallery.
Sarah Henrich, director of
the Eagle Gallery, said these
exhibitions are made up of
the best pieces each student
produced throughout their
college careers.
"The quality of the work
is really reflective of the
high achievement that all of
these
students
have
acquired," Henrich said. "I
think it is a good reflection
of their growth·as artists."
T he two exhibitions combines different artistic
styles
and techniques
expressed through a variety
of media.
"I think the work is an
excellent example of the
(instruction) they received
over their (t ime at Murray)." Henrich said.

Janna Tanner/The News

Decker Tho,owgood, freshman from Washington, D.C., looks at 1:18 Mementos,
Margaret Semrau's artpiece, last Friday in the Curris Center Gallery. Other senior
art students were showcased in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Margaret Semrau, from mctalsmithing and jewelry lect things from the past.
Jackson. Tenn., is featured making. In· her artist stateDamon Harris. from
in the bachelor of fine arts ment. Semrau said her Metropolis. Ill., is also reasenior art exhibit. T he recent works are about the turcd in the BFA gallery
major emphasis of her importance of memory and show. In his artist statedegree. said Henrich, is havi ng mementos to recol- ment, Harris said his ceram -

ic works deal with the
image of masculinity in
society and how dehumanizing it can be.
Tanisha Forrest, fro m
Murray, is one of the graduating seniors ~howcased in
the art gallery exhibition.
Forrest said since she came
to Murray State 'she has had
the chance to work with
many different media, but
photography has become
her primary focus.
"On photography) I've
found that I am more interested in landscapes or
close-up nature scenery,"
She said.
Forrest said focusing on
nature has given her the
opportunity to explore various textures and greater
details. She added that the
use of natural light in her
work has also become
important in portraying a
calm. natural feeling.
Forrest said her art takes
time, ranging from a week
to two weeks. This time
includes fi nding a visually
interesting location, shooting it in different lighting
and figuring out which
photo works best in conveying the image.
She said developing the

photos is just as difficult.
"Making four prints could
be an all night thing," For rest said. "It could take a
couple of days. I rarely
keep (track of> time."
Henrich said the students
also had to arrange the
exhibits of their artwork in
the galleries. She said they
had to mat and frame all of
their pieces as well as
install the m for public display. Henrich sa id this
allows students incorporate
each of their own methodologies into the exhibition.
"The entire package is
something they work on
both individually and as a
group," she said.
Forrt'st said presentation
is essential in any art exhibit.
''The craftsmanship is
what catches people's eyes
and what draws them to (a
piece of art)," Forrest said.
"Just how to present it is
very important."
A reception for these
artists was held last Friday
to allow the students to personally showcase their
work.
These exhibits are open
to the gene ral public
through tonight.

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment - - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

1. Bow to Dismantle an
Atomic Bomb
U2
2. Encore
Eminem
3. Greatest Hits
Shania Twain
4. Destiny Fulfllled
Destiny's Child
5. Greatest Hits 2
Toby Keith

1. National Treasure

1. Drop It Like It's Bot
Snoop Dogg featuring Pharrell
2. MyBoo
Usher and Alicia Keys
3. Let Me Love You
Mario
4. Over and Over
Nell y
featuring
Tim
•
McGraw
S. Lose My Breath
Destiny's Child

I. Elf

Source: Billboard.com

2. Christmas with the
Kranks
3. The Polar Express
f

4. The IncreCJibles

s. Closer
Source: movies/nytimes,l om

Source: Billboard.com

• Books

L Night Fall
Nelson DeMille
2. The Chrontcles of Rid- 2. The Da Vinci Code
dick (unrated widescreen) Dan Brown
3. The Five People You
3. Shrek 2 (widescreen)
Meet In Heaven
Mitch Alborn
4. Shrek 2 (pan and scan) 4. London Bridges
James Patterson
5. Mickey's Twice Upon 5. The Christmas Thief
Christmas
M~ Higgins Clark and
Carol Higgins Clark
Source: Bi llboard.com

Source: nytimes.com

• Web site
strangecosmos.com
This Web site features
funny pictures and jokes.
Follow the "Top 10 Popcarnies Lines fro m the
Movies" link to read the top
corny movie lines. Strangecosmos.com is part of a
group of "stra nge" Web
sites.
Others
include
s t r a n ge d a ng e r s. c om ,
strangepolitics.com
and
strangczoo.com.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

THE MURRAY STATE NEWS

ADVERTISING OFFICE

762-4478

ADDRESS INFORMATION HERE • ADDRESS INFOliMATION HERE

0

ADDRESS INFORMATION HERE
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Murray State graduate creates animated movie magic
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@chenews.org

With the recent release of
the animated film "Shrek 2"
on DVD and VHS, millions
across the nation have had
the opportunity to relive
the adventures of the temperamental ogre and his
wise-cracking donkey sidekick.
However, for one Murray
State alumnus, the fairy tale
world of Far, Far Away is
found through the click of a
mouse.
This is because 1980 graduate Kevin Koch was one of
only 18 DreamWorks computer animators that helped
to bring the world of "Shrek
2" to life.
For "Shrek 2," Koch was
assigned numerous scenes
to animate for the film.
"I'm a character animator,
so I was one of the people
responsible for all the
movement and acting of the
characters,'' Koch said.
"We worked on all the characters in any shots assigned
to us, so I ended up animating at least a few scenes of
virtually every character in
the film.''
According to movies.
yahoo.com, "Shrek 2" has
become the highest grossing animated film
and the third high-

tion," Koch said. "At the time
I was set to go to the University of Kentucky. Then,
even though I applied late,
(Murray State) offered me
scholarship money and
really recruited me."
Koch continued to study
after graduating from Murray, attending the University of California, Los Angeles and Stanford University
for graduate school and to
pursue his medical degree
in psychiatry, respectively.
"I learned animation and
psychiatry at the same time,
by working on a friend's
animation project and taking night classes at the Animation Union. while I was
in psychiatry residency,"
Koch said. "Soon after that,
I had the chance to do animation
professionally.
Since I set my own psychiatry practice hours, I
reduced my caseload and
moved my appointment
times to the weekend."
The first animated feature
that Koch worked on was
the Warner Brothers film
"The Quest For Camelot.''
Koch said after the film was
completed he was hired to
start work on "The Prince
of Egypt."
It was around then Koch
decided to close his psychiatry firm to focus entirely
on his animation. •
"(Doing both) was actually pretty satisfying, as I
really enjoyed both
careers," he said. "But it
became a burden never
having much
time
to
myself and
having
to
carry a beeper
and being
available
for patient
emergenCourtesy of Joe Hedges
cies 24/7."

est grossing film of all time,
with a cumulative gross of
more than $436 million, surpassing its Academy Award
winning prequel by nearly
double.
"Shrek 2" also broke its
prequels record of best selling DVD and VHS during
its first weekend, selling
more than 12.1 million
copies nationwide.
Koch said the success of
the "Shrek" series is
because of how well the stories are told and how realistic the characters arc.
"I think the silliness and
humor in the films are
immediately entertaining.
but what really gets the
audience is that the characters are genuine," Koch
said. "The fantasy parts are
fun, but underneath that w~
can relate to the characters."
During his years at Murray, Koch said art and animation were nothing more
than hobbies while studying
for his degree in engineering physics. He added that
Murray State wasn't the college he originally planned
on attending.
"A family friend, who had
just finished her freshman
year at (Murray State) gave
me a pitch for the school at
my high school gradua-

~-----

.2 4 HOURS
MEAN$ OPENING BEFORE TilE

ROOSTER CROW$. IT MEANS

STAVING OPEN
AFTER ''LAST CALL:'

CourtPsy

VISIT US
ON THE

AND IN CASE YOU STILL DON'T
GET IT. IT MEANS WilEN YOU'RE

thenews.org
YOU'VE GOT A
IN fiARDEE'S.

~
OPEN
24 flOURS
1/Jib. 1/21b. 2/llb. Angus beef Thickburgers ~ * Hardee's
I
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Kevin Koch, Murray State alumnus, creates animated characters for movies such
as 'Shrek 2? 'The Prince of Egypt• and 'The Road to El Dorado.' Wblle an engineering physics major at Murray State, Koch said animation was only a bobby. He
advanced his animation career and practiced psychiatry at the same time.
screen, takes about the
Since then Koch has effective as it could be."
This past September, same amount of time, said
worked on nearly every animated feature produced by Koch was elected to his sec- Koch.
DreamWorks
including ond term as guild president.
Koch added there are a lot
"The Road to El Dorado,''
During his career in ani- of people looking for a
"Spirit: Stallion of the mation, Koch has also had career in animation, and
Cimarron," "Shrek" and the chance to work on both doing so requires talent.
"Sinbad.''
"Try to figure out what
traditional hand-drawn aniKoch also became the mated features as well as part of the process is most
president of the Animators computer animated fea- interesting to you, and dive
in and do it," Koch said.
Guild in Southern Califor· tures.
nia. This organization was
"They're different tech- "Some people just focus on
formed to protect the rights niques, each with distinct character animation, and
of animators working for advantages and disadvan- some do everything and
tag~s." he said. "Unfortu- create their own short films.
large production studios.
''I came into the industry nately, we're in a period The technology is now
with positive feelings where the CGI features there for everyone, so it's
towards the Animation have started with much bet- really a matter of aptitude
Guild, since it was through ter stories than the recent and tons of hard work."
Koch is currently finishtheir evening. classes that I traditionally-animated feaing up character animation
got what little formal ani- tures.
"I'm not convinced audi- for the DteamWorks commation training I have,''
Koch said. "After I'd been ences prefer one style over puter animated fUm "Madain the industry for about the other," he said. "But I gascar."
''We're getting to do some
five years, I started getting do know they prefer a good,
looser, more. cartoony aniinvolved with the Guild, entertaining story:"
Animation, whether it is mation," he said. "It's (going
because I thought the organization wasn't being as by hand or at a computer to be) a lot of fun."
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Curris brought program to MSU
From PageS
programs in the lobby of
Pogue Library with the public in\'ited to hear the music
and share in light refreshments.
Although there have been
many holiday programs
throughout the history of
Murray State. the Hanging
of the Green ceremony
began in the late ~970s.
The Hanging of the Green
ceremony was based on a
similar ceremony held at
Northern Kentucky. The
cer~mony was more like a
Boar's Head Festival and
consisted of a series of

tableau x, some sac re d,
some secular.
"Mrs. (Jo) Curris (the
wife of Constantine W. Curris for whom the center w as
named) sen t a small group
of us to observe that ceremony to sec it if might be
practical to adapt for p resentation in the Curris Center during the holiday season and prior to stude nts
leaving for the semester
break," said Reichmuth.
The program involved the
choir, instrumental ensembles and speakers from the
University and fro m regio nal school and civic groups.
''t.ike the earlier ceremo-

ny in Ordway Hall, this o ne
ended with the lighting of
the tree," said Reichmuth.
"It was open to the general
public and held on a Sunday
afternoon."
Although the main draw
for many students was the
chance to see their friends
and professors perform,
they were part of the form ation of a new Murray State
tradition.

The Murray State gates

are decorated for the holiday season with wreaths
and bells. Hanging of the
Green is part of an old
Murray State tradition.
Andrea Chapman/The News

Visit The Murray State Ne\"'S online at thenc\vs.org
I:ON B~&C:H

Commencement Events
December 2004

Tanning & Storage A e n t al

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

Hours

Mon•. Thlr.;..

a.m. · 9 P.m.
Frf. & Sat.
8 am. · 8 P.m.

753-3333
753-3853

8

Wednesday
Meeting of Degree Candidates
12:30 -1 p.m.

EYES & EYEWEAR
(OLYMPIC

PL~,

NEXT TO LOS PORTALES - ANRRAY}

753-5507

Regional Special Events Center
Undergraduate and graduate candidates for degrees are urged to
attend. Ceremony details will be
reviewed.

• Take a look at our large
Selection of Destgner Frames
and Sunglasses:

Commencement Reception
• Comprehensive Exams for
Glasses & Contact l.alses

4- 5:30p.m.

Alumni Center
August and December graduates and their guests are invited to attend.

• 1ieaunent ofEye kdecuon&

Fall Hitimu Celebration Reception
Dr. Douglas W. Payne •Walk-Ins Welcome

6:30p.m.

Curris Center Dance Lounge
Hitimu is a Swahili term which translated means "Graduation." Come and
celebrate the success of our students. For additional information call (270)
762-6836.

Nursing Recognition Ceremony
7 p.m.
Curris Center Theater
The Murray State University nursing pin will be presented to December
graduates, and master's graduates will be hooded during the ceremony. A
reception will follow.

Saturday, Dec. 18
Graduating Students Assemble
9 a.m.

RSEC Lobby, Gate A
Graduating students pick up name cards at tables inside the Gate A lobby.
Marshals will coordinate the procedure.

Commencement Exercises and Investiture Ceremony
10 a.m.

Regional Special Events Center
Seating is available on a first-come basis for families and friends.

Additional Commencement Ceremony Information
Photography -- An official photograph will be taken of each graduate shaking hands with the president. A second photo will be taken as the graduate
exits the stage.
Academic Regalia -- Caps, tassels, gowns, hoods, residential college stoles
and invitations may be purchased at the University Store in the Curris Center. Baccalaureate candidates who achieve summa cum laude, magna cum
laude and cum laude may also purchase the gold honors cord. Call
(270)762-4388 for more information.
information courtesy of Murray State University

.,. .
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SPORTS

Sports Editor: N:nhan Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittany Renfro
Phone: 762- i 4Rl

Afew things
to complete
my Christmas
I haven't asked for much this
Christmas, but I guess since this is
the last column before the Winter
Break I better get to it.
I want Barry Bonds and Jason
Giambi tied up and not allowed to
move until they lose all muscular
strength in their bodies.
I want people to realize that
Giambi basically injected a tumor
into his body when he shot up on
human growth hormone. His pituitary gland had nothing left and in
turn sprouted a tumor.
I want all the
fans and players
involved in the '
Pacers-Pistons
brawl to personally apologize to
every kid that
witnessed
the
horrific event in
the stands or on
television.
Go
ahead and tell
them you arc in
no way a good
Nathan
role model so Clinkenbeard
they can live a
Sports Editor
respectful
life
making the right choices.
I want a playoff in college football.
Have 12 teams, top-four teams get
byes to the second round. Bowl heritage means nothing if there is no
clear national champion. Please, let's
settle it on the field rather than having a nerd like Jeff Sagarin on his
computer.
I want Bill Buckner to be awarded a
key to the city of Boston, along with
every fan lining up to shake his hand
and apologize. Buckner was a great
baseball player, and he deserved a
ton better. Regar less of what people
think, he did not blow the 1986 World
Series.
I want the other OVC football
· coaches and sports information
directors to take their ballots for the
All-OVC team, wad it up real nice
and tight, and well, you know. How
Racer cornerback Onsha Whitaker
was left off the first team defense I
will never know. He led the league in
interceptions and was second in
passes defended. Take your personal
biases elsewhere.
I want to understand how we are a
basketball school when students
don't know how to cheer and we
allow Western fans to have seats
behind our bench. Oh yeah, and our
rifle team has won three NCAA team
titles, had seven individual national
champions and six Olympians.
I want just one basketball game in
Racer Arena. I want to see the walls
shake when students actually have a
good section, and pretty much have
to stand and yell.
But enough of the little things that
really don't matter at all.
Most of all, there is something I
want more than anything being not
only a part of the Racer family but a
supporter.
I want the best for Coach Schwepker's wife Kendra and their entire
family during this Christmas season.
I want the love, thoughts and
prayers of an entire university to
come through in your time of need.

photos h)' Rick}' Agostini/ he New:;

Junior center Pearson Griffith and sophomore guard Trey Pearson fight for a rebound in the Racers 82-72 loss to the Hllltoppers.

T~sts
Ryan Grothe
Staff Writer
woche@chenews.org

Head
Coach Mick
Cronin is hoping the devastating rivalry loss at
home last week against
Western Kentucky will
wake the men's Racer basketball team (3-2) up to
what is needed to succeed
this ~ason.
Wit~ almost an entirely
new team this year the
lack of experienced leadership ameng the players
charges greater tolls as
the games continue.
"We do not know how
to play 40 minutes per
game," Cronin said. "We
did not play the last 10
minutes against TexasSan Antonio. W c did not
play the last 10 minutes
against Missouri, and we
did not play the last 20
minutes tonight.''
The leaderless team
seems to have trouble
focusing attention for
long periods of time
Cronin said. They get
tired and don't execute, he

keep coming for Racers
said. Cronin agreed the
game probably included
the best and worst halves
of basketball for the team.
This season the Racers
have outscored opponents by 9.2 points in the
first half, but arc being
beaten in the second half
by two points a game.
"We preach that we
can't let offensive mistakes affect the defense.
but that's what we did,"
Cronin said. ''Whoever
can regroup and stay
together.
that's
the
answer to winning basketball."
Cronin said junior
guard Keith Jenifer is who
the team looks to for l~ad
ership when the opponent
makes a run. Though gifted with quickness, Jenifer
is still battling out of a
slump. He is l-19 from the
field in the last three
games with only nine
points.
The statistical leader of
the team remains sophomore guard Trey Pearson
who is lighting up both
the scoreboards and OVC

charts. Pearson is one of
four players in the conference shooting 100 percent
from the free-throw line.
At 19-19 he needs 14 more

Women make incredible comeback over Arkansas-LR
Staff Rep ort

M ichael M claurinc/Tiw News

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports edi·
tor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

Junior guard Keith
Jenifer
splits
two
defenders as he looks to
create a scoring chance.

to match a Racer record Darren Brooks. Brooks is
of ·33 consecutive free shooting about 51 percent
throws set by Greg Coble from the field this senson
in the 89·90 season.
averaging 15.6 points per
Pearson is fourth in the game. He also boasts 20
OVC in scoring with 18 steals in the team's live
points per game, includ- games.
ing a game-high 26 points
The shooter the Racers
against Western.
must defend is sophoHowever, it takes more more. guard Jamal Taturn,
than one successful player who loves to puB up
to win games, it take a behind the arc. He is
successful team.
shooting approximately
"It's a completely differ- 52 percent from anywhere
ent team this year," Pear- on the court, averages 11.6
son said. "We don't con· points per game and has
cent rate when we're tired. grabbed 10 steals this seaIn the second half we son.
stopped talking and didn't
As much as SIU is simiget the deflections we lar to Western, it is a
needed to on defense."
match for Murray State.
The Racers will have an
The quickness of the
opportunity to show what Racer guards should parit has learned from last allel evenly to SIU's, but it
week matching up with will be the turnovers that
the Southern lllinois reign key in this rnatchSalukis (4-1) at 2:05 p.m. up.
Saturday at the SJU arena.
With
swift
hands
The Salukis are similar streaming through passto the Hilltoppers of the ing lanes on both ends of
second half in its speed the court, thl' answer to
and shooting ability.
winning this basketball
Dropping
only
to game may fall right into
Hawaii last week 66-64, ' Cronin's description of
SIU is led by senior guard composure.

Sophomore guard Gerraca
Matthews goes up for a basket
in an exhibition game.

In most basketball games. a 12point lead with one minute and
38 seconds left in the second half
is, for the most part, an insurmountable deficit.
However, the Murray State
women's basketball team defied
those odds last Saturday when
junior guard Jill Fulkerson nailed
a jump shot with four seconds
remaining to cap off an unprecedented
comeback
against
Arkansas-Little Rock. 60-59
Trailing 55-43 with less than
two minutes in the game sophomore guard Ashley Hayes
dropped in 12 of her career-high
29 in the final 1:38 to spark the
comeback.
''Getting that win on the road
against Arkansas-Little Rock was

a big game for us," Head Coach
Joi Felton said. "It helps build
our confidence."
Hayes' 29 point performance
earned her Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week. ·
This marks the first time Murray State has had players win the
Player of the Week honor in
back-to-back weeks since it
began in 1978.
Wednesday, the Racers faced
UNC Charlotte at the Regional
Special Events Center.
Entering the game against the
Racers, the 49ers boasted a 7-0
record, including victories over
major conference teams Michigan and South Carolina.
The 49ers bested the Racers
(3-3) 88-74 to remain undefeated.
Junior guard Sakellie Daniels
led the 49ers to victory with 18

points on 6-of-15 shooting.
Daniels also grabbed seven
rebounds for UNC Charlotte,
which finished the game with 58
total rebounds compared to the
Racers' 36.
"When you play teams like
this, you've got to do the little
things," said Felton. "Rebound·
ing wasn't a little thing, hut we
gave up 25 offensive boards, and
we won't be successful if we do
that."
Junior forward Jessica Hirsch
led the Racers in scoring with 18
points.
Murray State
takes
on
Arkansas-Little Rock Dec. 17 in a
rematch against the team the
Racers remarkably came back
against. Two days later the Rae·
ers will battle the University of
Louisville at 1 p.m.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Friday: ESPN2 @ 7 p.m.
Division I-AA Semifinal
James Madison at William & Mary

Sunday: CBS 5 @ noon
National Football League
Colts at Texans

Saturday: CBS5 @ 12:30 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
Indiana at Kentucky

Sunday: ESPN @ 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Football
Eagles at Redskins

Murray State Events
Saturday: Men's BBall @ 2 p.m.
SIU Arena
Murray St. at Southern Illinois

Dec. 19: Women's BBall @ I p.m.
Freedom Hall
Murray St. at Louisville

Dec. 17: Women's BBalll @ 7 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Arkansas-Little Rock at Murray St.

Dec. 22: Men's BBall @ 7:15 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Delaware St. at Murray St.
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HorsePlay

Love of sport gives Equestrian team high seat
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

Graceful, poised, agile and
brisk are all words that have
been used to describe competitive horseback riding. Riding
horses does not have near the
audience soccer or football has.
but riding is becoming more
well-known everyday.
The Murray State Equestrian
Team is comprised of about 40
male and female members who
compete at intercollegiate horse
shows year-round.
Sue Robinson, Murray State
Equestrian Hunt Team head
coach. said there are 27 members on the hunt team and 35 on
the stock team. Hunt seat and
stock seat are the two types of
events in riding competition.
Hunt seat, otherwise known as
"English" and stock seat, or
"Western," have small differences that set them apart.
"Hunt seat and stock scat have
different general styles such as
the rider's position, equipment
and the movement of the horse,"
Robinson said.
On any given weekend, the
team only attends either a hunt
or stock show, even though
some team members are on both
hunt and stock teams.
"The coach from each team
picks the best rider or point
rider in each division, and the
team is awarded points based on
that
rider's performance,"
Robinson said "High point is the
highest scoring or first place
team and reserve high point is
second place."
Teams from the region compete at different schools with a
different horse at every show.
Before the show, a rider must
pick a horse randomly. The rider
cannot warm-up the horse
before it is in the ring. Judges
then assess the rider on their
ability to ride. or equitate.
Junior Jessica Lindley. from
Kirkwood, Mo., is a member of
the hunt and stock team.
"The stock team has had high
point or high point reserve in
every show so far this year,"

Lindley said. "The hunt team has
done very well lately."
Saturday, the hunt team placed
third of 10 and was the high
point team Sunday, while the
stock team, who is currently second in the region, received
reserve high point at its last
competition.
"Right now we are competing
against other schools in the
area," Lindley said. "Soon our
shows will expand to teams outside the Region."
The Equestrian team i~ not
school-sponsored, so it must
raise its own money for all competition.
While Murray State pays for
the barns, competition horses
and maintenance. t he riders
must pay the remaining cost.
Expenses include riding outfits which can cost from $100 to
$750. show entries which arc
about $30 to $100, hotels, food
and transportation.
With the high cost of competitive riding, members of the team
must giv'e their own time and
money, making riding a truly
devoted sport.
The Intercollegiate Horse
Show Association is a non-profit
organization that was organized
to give all college riders, regardless of financial situation or riding level, a chance to participate
in competition.
Many schools have equestrian
teams that are not school sponsored, so the IHSA covers the
cost of horses and keeps the
playing field level for the athletes.
The IHSA represents more
than 300 member colleges in 45
states and 6,500 riders. according to the IHSA Web site.
The idea for riders to choose a
horse randomly was formed by
the IHSA so the riders would no
longer have to own a horse to
compete.
Tryouts for the team are held
each fall. and the team always
welcoms new riders of all levels.
The Murray State Equestrian
Team's next competition is Jan.
20 at Western Kentucky University, and continues into May
with Regionals and Nationals.

Lisa Harbison, freshman from
Edwarsvllle
, Ill., jumps
over a fence
at hunt team
practice
Wedn~sday.

M S U ' s
Equestr ian
t eam Is not

s pons ored,
and is comp rised
of
than
memThe
team travels
to local universities for
shows, and
in the spring
will comp ete in the
Region a l
and National c ompetitions.
photos hy Ricky
Agosti n/The
New s

NCAA visits campus, critiques athletics
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Following the NCAA's visit to
campus Nov. 16 and 17, Murray
State officials are working to
clean up a struggling athletic
program.
The main topic at Tuesday's
Faculty Senate meeting pertained to the visit and what was
discovered in the process. Murray State President F. King
Alexander made it clear the
NCAA would be invited back
after changes had been made.
"I invited them to campus and
they came, which is rare,''
Alexander said. "They were concerned that there was an overabundance of arrests and other
p~oblems that 'demanded serious and immediate attent ion'
according to one official."
NCAA representatives Rosie
Stallman, director of education
outreach, and Ron Stratten, vice
president for education services,
were the visitors to campus two

weeks ago and while their findings presented some good
things, flaws of the department
were highlighted.
The two noted that Murray
State had dedicated coaches
focused on coaching for the
right reasons. and the University
was student-centered.
Student
athletes
were
described as generally good people and facilities for some of the
sports were highly rated.
One of the biggest problems
the NCAA found on its visit was
the Title IX compliance by the
athletic department.
Participation rate among
female and male was exceptional at 58 percent female to 42 percent male, but funding for the
women's programs was lacking.
Male athletes receive $1.2 million in scholarships while the
women only receive $600,000.
The Faculty Senate meeting
also discussed the problem of
having only a handful of female
coaches and administrators.
While the support for worn-

en's athletics is lacking, it's the
women who are handing it to the
men in terms of graduation
rates. The women have an 86
percent graduation rate while
the men have a 36 percent rate.
The disparity between the num ~
hers are believed to lead the
nation, said the two ofticials.
Another problem the NCAA
had was the definitive gap
between coaches and the rest of
the University.
Coaches almost considered
themselves a separate entity in
interviews by referring to themselves as "us" and the rest of the
University as "them."
"Each coach operates as an
independent contractor," the
NCAA officials said. "The direction should be consistent and
aligned with the mission and
vision of the University for academic success."
Arrests and drug problems are
other concerns of the NCAA.
The week the two officials were
on campus Adam Chiles' arrest
and dismissal from the team

broke in local newspapers.
Mark Wattier commented that
drug testing programs are in
place, but new programs may be
implemented.
Alexander discussed random
testing for athletes with a three
strikes, you're out policy.
A positive test would result in
counseling, a second would be
grounds for suspension and a
third would mean the player
would finally be kicked off the
team.
Regard less of what has gone
on in the athletic department,
the NCAA noted that the president of the University is responsible for the program.
Alexander is now faced with
the task of reintroducing the athletics department to the rest of
the University and making them
one again. Focus will be needed
to complete the NCAA recommendations.
Said Alexander: "The last
thing we want to do is further
segregate pools and pockets of
people."

Guns teach
responsibility
lesson
It's almost Christmas time again. I
like Christmas. Duck hunting is usually going pretty good by then and
quail and rabbit seasons are also
underway. Of course, there's social
gatherings and parties and being
with family. that's nice too.
When I was a kid, Christmas
always meant a new gun of some
sort. Yes, I know, it's not politically
correct to give guns to children,
since they'll no doubt go out and
commit crimes with them, but I've
managed to behave in a relatively
civil
fashion
through the years,
and I'll argue with
anyone that growing up with a gun in
my hand helped
that. Let me put
this into perspective.
First of all, that
gun taught me
responsibility.
Dad was never
any firmer in the
WU1
discipline departBrantley
ment than on Outdoor columnist
early
hunting
trips with me. Ifl pointed that gun in
the wrong direction, 1 got into trouble.
I also learned what that gun was
capable of doing by seeing it in real
life (not in some fantasy video
game). I didn't gain a fear of it, but 1
did gain a healthy respect for it.
A gun is a tool that if used improperly can kill you. Those arc hard
lessons for a young boy to learn but
utterly necessary if he wants to hunt.
Being out hunting also kept me out
of trouble. While some kids I knew
took to running around town at night
(and often getting into trouble), by
the day's end of hunting, I was too
tired to join them. I knew if I was
going to get up at daylight the next
day and be in the field. I needed rest.
Did that make me a stick-in-themud? Maybe so. But I enjoyed hu nting more than partying and I still do.
I've also never been in much trouble of any sort. I guess, ultimately, I
had a real good time as a kid. regardless of what the party crowd thought
of me. When you're a kid, having a
good time is what it's all about.
Getting a kid a gun isn't always the
wisest idea though, and there's no set
age criteria. It's all about the timing
and the interest level on the kid's
part. I got my first rifle when I was 9
years old.
My dad thought I was ready for the
responsibility at that age. A few kids
may be ready at a slightly younger
age. And then, I've been around
grown men with guns who were an
absolute liability. It all depends on
each unique situation.
Perhaps the best first gun for a kid
is a bolt action .22 rifle. It has no
recoil, a low muzzle report and it's
cheap to shoot.
For a more effective game-getting
gun. it's hard to go wrong with a single-barrel gauge shotgun.
A kid can use this for virtually all
small game. When other gifts are
broken and lost, a hunting gun will
last a lifetime.

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of The Murray State News, e-mail him
at wbrantley@thenews.org.
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P: Local woman wins UBC

BODYC
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbcard@thenews.org

Jennifer Lewis not only has a
brand new car, but she also has a
new body to go along with it.
In a ceremony at the Curris
Center Sunday, Lewis was named
the national champion of the Ultimate Bodyshaping Course out of
thousands of people from all over
the nation.
For being named national champion Lewis received a Carnival
Cruise vacation for two to Mexico
along with a Corvette convertible
for winning on the local level.
"I don't have it yet. but I can't
wait to get it," Lewis said. "I've
realized how simple it is to lose
weight with diet and exercise. I
had so much energy and I was so
impressed with myself."
Lewis has been working at Martial Arts of America with Master
Tung Dinh for about two years,
but it was her son who got started
before she did. Seeing her son
take part in Dinh's class got her
thinking about joining, and Lewis
believes she would have been lost
without the help of Dinh and his
wife
"Between him and his wife. they
were both unbelievable," Lewis
said. "I couldn't have done it with·
photos courtt>.sy oi Tung inh
out him. You hear about all these Ultimate Bodyshaping Course national champion, Jennifer Lewis
diets, and I tried doing it with
poses for before and after pictures. Lewis won a cruise to Mexihelp. It just got frustrating and
co
and a Corvette convertible (right), as payoff for her hard work
pretty depressing."
in
the
10-week program that transfonned her body.
The Ultimate Bodyshaping
Course is a 10-week program around 25 to 26 percent body fat
Despite losing a lot of weight,
where participants have a set reg- and was able to cut it down to 15 Dinh said the person who lost the
imen to follow. Dinh himself had percent in the 10 weeks. She also most weight could wind up losing
about 150 to 200 participants OYer lost 17 pounds in the process and the competition..
the course of the year.
has lost an additional five since
"This is all nbout the shape of
Lewis began the program she finished the course.
the body," Dinh said. "The person

who loses the most weight might
not win. Body fat is more important that weight."
Dinh requires his participants
to come to his studio four days a
week to do their workouts, but
they are supposed to workout six
days. Three days are dedicated to
kickboxing while the other three
days are for resistance training.
Another requirement is for the
participants to have five to six
meals a day. While it seems like a
lot, supplemental drinks and other
smaller snacks are considered
meals.
Course members also get what
~s called a ''play day" every week
on Sunday when they can eat and
drink whatever they want. However, Dinh makes sure his
members
do not
go

overboard
wlth
their splurging.
"1 made up a new thing where I
weigh them on Saturday and then
again on Monday." Dinh said.
"That way if they come back on
Monday and gained four or five
pounds from Sunday they only
have themselves to blame. "
Another system Dinh implicated to help his course members
strive to reach their goals came
from the Live Strong wristbands.
Dinh gave different colored
bands to the participants us they
reached their goals.
The colors coincided with the
colors of the Tae Kwan Do belt
going all the way to black.
After the competition was over,

Dinh selected nine judges from
outside his martial arts business
to select winners who would go
on to compete in the national
competition. With the judges
decisions, the paperwork with
before and after photos were sent
to the UBC ht•adquarters in
Tampa for further review.
At the Curris Center, Dinh had
his four winners stand up on the
podium, and as a dnnnroll was
played Lewis was announced the
national winner of the competition.
"I \Vas in complete shock."
Lewis said. "So many good things
have happened to me since I started the program, I just couldn't
believe it. I guess

I
could usc one word it
would be: phl·nomcnal."
For Dinh this was his second
national champion in iust three
years.
Sharon Wilson won in 2002 and
Dinh even had the national first
runner-up in 2003. After L\!wis's
presentation, Dinh was given a
surprise as he was awarded a
plaque for being nam<'d the 2004
UBC Stl.tdin of the Year.
Now that Lewis has made the
commitment to becoming fit she
must now find the time to transform her wardrobe. She is down
to a size six.
With her new Corvette chances
are Lewis will be cruising down
the street showing off something
other than a ~ur.

Basketball recruiting for next season's newest additions
Bob Hengge
Staff Writer
bh~rc~thenews.org

The effort to rebuild the women's basket·
ball pTogram received another boost as
Head Coach Joi Felton announced the signing of three prominent high school players
this week.
This year's freshman class was the initial
recruiting class under Felton, and with the
addition of these three women, the Racers
look to elevate the program to a level that
will keep the team competing annually
compete for the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship.
Felton said she is excited about this
year's first three commitments, which will
help the team's athleticism and depth.
The class is lead by a 6-foot forward from
Miami, Fla., named Latisha Reid. Reid
averaged 13 points, 13.5 rebounds and four

blocks in her senior season at Sunset High
School in Miami.
"Latisha will also help our presence in
the paint." Felton said. "She's athletic, very
physical and does a great job on the bo:~rds.
She also has three-point shooting range and
shoots well from the perimeter."
Staying in state for her other two
recruits, 5-foot-10-inch guard out of Rad·
cliffc. Jessica Jackson and 5-foot-9-inch
guard DeErica Jones from Hopkins\'ille,
signed letters of intent to play next fall for
Felton and the Racers.
Jackson, who played at John Hardin High
School,
averaged 16 points and eight
rebounds per game last season and was
named all-region and all-district. l<~ckson
was also recognized as the seventh best
senior in Kentucky according to a compilation of recruiting services.
"Jessica is very athletic, a versatile guard
who will help us with her overall speed and

quid.:ness," Felton said. "We look forward
to h~ coming in and complementing the
other guards that we have."
Jones, a transfer from Hutchinson Community College, was a high school teammate of current Racer Shaleea Petty.
Along with Petty, Jones helped lead
Christian County to back-to-hack Sweet
Sixteen appearances in the state tournament. This season at Hutchinson she is
averaging 7.8 rebounds a game and 3.3
assists. She is also a scoring threat shooting 46.5 percent from the field.
"DeErica is u very strong athlete," Felton
said. "She will help improve our presence
in the paint. She is a hard-working player
who plays very well around the basket and
has good rebounding instincts."
Not to be outdone by the women's early
start on the 2005 recruiting class the men's
head basketball coach, Mick Cronin,
announced that the Racers have signed

Tyler Holloway, a 6-foot-1-inch guard from
Austin High School in Decatur. Ala.
••
Last year, as a juniorfflolloway averaged
16.1 points per game and shot 44 percent
from behind the nr~. Holloway's high
school went 22-8 and made it to the flnall6
in the Alabama state high school tournament.
"We pinpointed Tyler early in the
recruiting process as our prime target,"
Cronin said. "He is one of the purest shooters in the country, and we love his toughness and leadership skills."
Holloway marks the first recruit to sign
in Cronin's second recruiting class. Known
as one of the top recruiters in the nation
during his tenures in both Cincinnati and
Louisville, the men's basketbHII program
continues to add to its qunlity nnd depth.
Said Cronin: "He's an excellent student
and the kind of young man we want representing our program here at Murray State."

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
Free <4·Room DIRECTV System mcludcs
standard installation. 3 month' irec
._fBO & Cinemaxl Access to over .as
chnnnc1s1 llmtted time offer. S&H,
rcs~ion applt:.1..8()().2084617

Wolff Tanning Beds. •Affurd.lhlc •Con.
ven1en1. T.m at homE'. Paymmts from
.S29/ month. free (olor t-.1talog
www.np.etstdn.com Call Today l·ll(){J.
841·1.!05

Absolute Auc-tion: 705 Bc·n-;on V,111cy
Rd. Fr,mkfort, KY 9am, Saturday, Dt•c:.
11, l004. john De-ere 6908 Tr.1d. lloc;
f900 Ford Concrete mixt>r lt!O:! Col
Engine; GEHL 1438 Asphalt p<Mt.,ed
paver spreader, Hurt '30 Rubber tire
loader; Hobart Weldl:>r w•th (, cyl. eng.
on trailer; .6 cu.vd. Stow ooncrc!t•
mixer; 18. Powermatic wood plainer,
C.ommerc1.11 Io burner G.Jrl,md Ga~
Stove; ,\iisc. Item~ etc. Ather Loaders;
~.md <md grdvel hopper~; conveyor~ .md
gear rrout.iion units; <;<:r.1p sK'<'I; riding
rnower.
<;teet Buildings, FaL!ory c;t~:ar,mr·tl
nc.w. nPver erected 25x.30, JOx40,
40x60. 50x100. Will -.ell fo1 the lloll·
;mcc, Call Fr.1nk 1-800·803-7982

,

FOR RENT

Profcs5ional ottice space fur rent in
Frankfort. Just off US 127 nc:tr 1·&4
Approximdt<'lf 700 square icct on se< •
ond noor, prrvate bath, doSC"b. $600
pE-r rnonth, Includes water/sewer, clcc·

HELP WANTED
tric, g<~s. Call 502-223·8821
New Pathw.y~ for Children Ht'lp
Wanted-Menial Health Counst'lor
(full Time) Counselor to work with
abused and negleded teenage girl~ in a
faith-bawd agency. Succ~sful olpflli·
cant must possess a master's ~ret
from an accredited univer.ity in
human 5t'rvict field. State credt'nlial is

pr~ferred but not required. Applicant
must be able to succ.s~fully work in a
strong Christian environment. Position
!\'qUires skills in individual and grot~p
counseling. an ability and willingness
to teach parenting classes ;and Indep4!ndent living curriculum o1nd be
.JVailable to work some evenin~.
S;~lary will be commemorate w11h
exp4!rience and licensure. hcellent
IK>ncfits are available. For application
packet visit our website at
www.npk.net and click the t'mploy·
mcnt link. or contact linda Tur!K'r at
270-b74·6061. New Pathways for
Children is an equal opportunity
employer.

A TRAVEL JOB: C<H!d busmt$S group
scckin& I~ 5harp Individuals! Rl'<lCive
SSOO ~•gmng bOnus!! Mu't be able to
tra~el. Call Diane 1·877-PAIDFUN
(724-3386) toll-irec Tod.Jyl
Fir~iighter· learn fireflghtmg sk1ll~.
Grr·.tt p.1y, benefits Must rf'k>cafl• I 7J4 years uld; h.s. diplnma. C:tll M.f

llll0-21l4·6289

Adv,mLc /our driving lJrt•er! lm:rP.ISe
in fM}' p.tckage. Contr.K um. & Comp.l•
ny needed. FlatbPd· Retrigcr,ltl'd·
t.Jnker. Over-the-road. Somt• R£!Sional.
Commercial Driwr's I icen!.C Train111g.
1·800-771 ~!: 8. \~ww prlmcinc.oom
Driver- S3,000 Bonus with flatbed
experience. Excellent home lime, f,m.
tastic pay, iull h('netits, assignt:d trucks,
fliltbed tra1ning ,l\lailahle, 6 months
experience required, 800-441-4271
Ext. ETIJS

Driver: Ownc-1 Ope1aturs rarn $.90 ,111
miles PLUS S.ll I ~C last week (f'SC
adjusted wccklv) S500 ,jgn on bonu5
Call Candy ai Churchilf I..000-IJJ.
5555 E.xt. 875 or ilf>ply via rast App at
v.ww.churchilltrans.com
Driver: St.ut Orivmg ~ow w1th CRST
Van Expedited. Compan)· Spon~owtl
COL-A training! $500 + tUition rl'llllbursement ftlf ll'< cnl gr,tduatec;! Molt-;,
M<mc-y, I tome time! llcn<'fits omme~l1 ·
ately! 800-55.1·2776
D11wrs- 37c a mile! Owrwr Op<·r.lton;..
9!!4 all miles! ..!700-J 100 mift>c;/ w~:Pk
c~ll year! No touch . .l yeJI'$ OTR, Cl,hs
COL. 800-%J-H63 www nversldc-transport.com
Drivers/ Company/ Owner Ops WE
OfFER MILE.$ AND MONI 'Yl Hol'l"le
tunc benefit$: 401 k, hc:ahhl dentdf!
vision available. COL-A, 23, 1/yu OTR
1-87i-613·6385 ext. 286.
Duvers- Company R<•goo01.il, home
I.VI:RY weekend, prt•·lo.lllt.'<l outhound
tlath<·d. 100% p.tid pcn"on p.u k.t~t',
Cl<tf,'llent low (0Sl hl'<tllh in~•.mel L~JU•P·
mcnt. Call l-'i02· !47-0III4, eJ<l. 1·1
Dnwrs: E.1rn top doll<u pulling r; I' v.w
or 48' F/B. Student~ wdcorn~. Clos. A
req'd. EOL Up lo $2,000 s•gn-on
bonus W\\w.GoROI'hl.c-um 800·62b
4915.
Drivers :-.!ceded ASAP!! Rlogional, OTR,
and O'Os. Top f>dY. and bent-fits! No
COL? Wc"ll train & hire youl C,11l CDL
Network H66-212.q7J7 p111 ~I 72
w.vw.cdlnetwork.corn

Driwr· Company DrtYC'rs. •Ut'<.lil,l!~'<i
(U5tOmC'rs *2,.500·.1,000 rnllr!of W('l'k
'C:onsl~tt>nt hometimu •N,•wt•r <onwntion.tls 'Benefits c~vailable. 'S42,000t
15t ye.tr. 1377-6f\7-Sb27. f()C Logl\tk~.
C:Dl-A; (,months OT~.

Driver>: Neo.v P,ty P.Kk.tgtl Sl,ut .l2<l'·
. l6¢/ mile dt•pending on PXpt·rientl',
milt•s, homNimt•, bent•lit~. I Y<'·lf Olft
good MVR and Class-A CDl. rtoquort-d.
TOtAL 800-942-2 104 t•xtensku1S 2ft3,

t>rlvl"f· Cownanl Trdnsport. TC'.ams and
solos ~ hec.~ out our new pay plan. Ask
ahout our reg•onal runs. Owner Operators, Experienced Drivers, Solos. Teams
and Gradual<' Students. Call 1·888MOR(-PAY (1·888-667-17291 [qual
Opportunity Empi.1yt'f.

OrivC!!o: OTR Drivers MakP 43 CI'M~
Our OTR program t'flSurcs you c,un
morf.>o no gimmick~ 010d no iuzr.y math,
JUSt top pay! You begm wuh a grwt
starting wage: 3+ y!'.m: Start ilt 36 cpm;
I-I rr.a~: start at 1$ cpm; ~·12 months:
st.trt at )4 cpm. Anti wtth guaranteed

.!.18,237

rapid o,usCJ., vou'w ill 17 cprn withtn
months; your in<rC<llOl'5 cuntinut.' until
) ou re<~cn 42 t:.pm! You <'.an add up to
an additoon.ll 2 cpm wtth bon~ paid
e-.1ch month· you don't h<wt- to walt
untd the end of tht' 'ear or quarter. Our
package also tncludL"S pard vacations
.md full benefits: mcd•cal, dental,
vision p~ nptron d"C<JUnt, 401 K with

matched wntributlon~ .10u morel Oper

utr• )'1)111' own t.. tL'-rnodd <.onvcntion.tl
\VIth the tie,i!J1fity ui t,lkiO!( II homt• \\lith
)'OU ror tum• ott- ('Vl"l)' 14 d.ws, it you
ch<!(>SC'. C.tll .\ low ... we'll hJve VOlll
truck wait<ng ior you I I BOO 2IIHIUNT
EOE.. suhj ro tL's :i 1no> c~p. req

Drivl'rs, Over the ro.ul. ~ <; st.ltl'S. rial
\\/$Ides, law model c.onvmtronals. J
years cxpcr~cncc. $..!,000 sign on l>onu>.
Start .34¢· )8¢ mllP +hellt'iits. Call

R('gi1mal 1<1111> Av.til,lhlP! Home 1-\eL>k·
ly. Midwt'SI· NortheaSI· Southt'dst. Also
h1rin~ OTR Company- Owner Operator- Solo- Te<~ms Calf 1..8QO.CFI-DRIVE
www.cfldrive.com
Run Close to home! $.4 I per mile!
Excellent miles! t lome wa-kly! New
Equipmmtl Blut• Cross/ Blue Sh1eld'
Dental! 401kl fZ Pass/ Toll Cards!
t ieJrtldnd lxpress 1·800411-4'-1) l
www.ht'.llll.tndel<pll."'·'·om
..St,~r TrJnsport•• 1'\eeds inexperi·
enced drivers. I lumt~ rn(l~t we; ·k..n<b,
Pt.'lerbilt trutks, ~huwd tuition. Good
,t.lrting pay. f"ood clOd fncJging provid·
ed. 1-80G-I'i~-4h82

TRAVEL

1800)444-b64 B

••j:l Sfwing Brtak Wt<b<>itel Lowest

Drivers: Owner OfJCrators needed!
$0.881 m1lc or 70% of gross. Plates
avJilable Older trut k~ welcoml>d·
Fr1:1ght ColO !;C!f YOII IJOtnl' t>n Wt'(•kenck
Ci\11 ''"'~inc,,( T&T ( >!'d~<::atc·.J C.unt•r&,
Inc , 1-80(/.r; 11·0082

prices guarantted. Free meals and free

Dnvers• RPgion,JI Runs, I tomn wc·Pklv,
99% no lout h ireighl, No NYC! S1OOo
SiRfl on bunu;.. 1 yr U I R r~p IL'q' d I·
ll00.927·0·B I

Drivers: Trart>ponat.on <ompany kx:at·
ed in Je(iersonville, IN., lookmg for
Owner ()p\!rators. MuSl have Class-A
COL l\'Vc get our drrvt'fS home on
wet.>keolli). Call 1-800.34fi·0924, 1<.1e
Hammond.

Drivers- Why leav~ hume 101 the Holi·
d.Jy,{ Tr,1in loc;.llly fur your ( IJI.-A In 16
d.~~r loh pi,H"('fllt'l11 ol~~t. Why Wall?
Bl'glll yOUI OC'W cart't.'tf 8UO·l 1J8-'190ll
FI.Hhl-d 0/0's ,'( Comp..11W •tntlu,try
lea1fing p.ly pi;J!. 'Yea• Round Work
)$$ 'Pa•d bas.-lifatl'S & pcrm1ts • t rlr' hr
trip settlements. CI!I80Q.47J-S581
Need a Job~ CRSTI No e_>qJCncnce? :-Jo
problem~ No credit check. No monthly
pay~t. Immediate benefit p.1ckage
Now h•nng rn your area. 1-877-443·
82139

drinks. Book 11 people, gt'l 11th trip
free! Croup di~counts for 6+
www.SpringBrukDi~counts.com or
800-838·8202.
#1 Spring Break Varatiom! Cancun.
Jamatca, Acapulco, Bahamas, florida
& Costa Rica. 110% Be~! Prices! Book
now and gt-1 free parties & meals!
Croup discounts. Campu~ reps wanted! l..a00-234·7007 endlesssummer·
toul"i.com.

LOST & FOUND
Silk scarfiO!it on umpus, hetween the
Fine Arts Building, Waterfield Library
and the parking arta behind the library
and Ordway Hall. The scarf is a large
squart> shape, black and gold with a
music/arts theme. If found, please call
the Mu~ic Dept. at 762-42811 THANKS

MISC.
Reach n\C'f I,000,000 rl'adcrs wuh ont•
lall. Cont.lcl thl' d.1s>1h:d dt-pan!Tl('nt
of thiS n!'W$paper or rail ~P'i at 'i02.
223-8821 fOf more mfurmarion about
placing a ..!5•\\0rd cbsstlkd •n 74
Ol'WSpapl'rs for onl~· $U51

SS Get P•1 d Wee-kly! Co1'1'1<' work wirh
PRav Onllnc' US•• your h<•mc computP.r
01 l.tplop No <'X[Il'fu•nn! n~'t.">~.t')".
C.tll On·l irw Suppli••1, f8(i(,I~;.!2-9CJ83.
f.xt. '.!lOll w.vw onillll'Suflplicr.<·om
$$CASI I$S ra~h now lor Wulturcd set·
tlemt'nt~• .• nnultil'\, .md •nsur<Jn(c• ply·
out•. (1100>7<14-7'110 JG VVentworth ..•
!G Wentworth mc<rts l:.l5h now lor
structw<"d sctllcmmt.s
~amtl~

Hl'alth lare w/pr<'scnpuon
plan! $69 9'ilmo· B<~ network, excef.
l<'nt COvC'ragP. "Jo limJ :atioll$! Includes
dental \iSion prl'"t'xbtmg lOnd. OK'
Call~ WC~ tlOO·:l8U-4:.!14 ext2J32
·~tilrtup f!!t'!o rC'fUI'td,

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

¢
PER WORD!

EDUCATIONAL
Eam Your Degree- Online from homE'.
Busii'ICs~. paralegal, computers, net·
working and more. nnandal aid ava•l·
ahle, job placement d~istance, and
computers provided. Ci!ll free
tlluo)858-2121

111 Wilson Hall
Classifieds must be
paid before they run.
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Nathan
Clinkenbeard

--

,~~.r·

....

Sports Editor
Season Record:
(95-81)

Last Week:
(8-8)

Ryan
Grothe
Staff Writer

Dan
Tepe
Staff W riter

Season Record:
(105-71)

Season Record:

Season Record:

Last Week:

Last Week:
(10-6)

Vanessa
Childers
Editor in Chief

(9-7)

ft"
BY

Oakland ~n Atlanta
NY Giants @ Baltimore

December 10, 200 4

(97-79)

(99-77)

l..ast Week:
(11-5)

,.

BY

Cleveland @ Buffalo
New Orleans @ Dallas
lmlianapolis @ Houston

Chicago @ Jacksonville
Seattle 1W Minnesota

Cincinnati

~)

New England

Miami @ Denver

N.Y. Jets @) Pittsburgh
Detroit @ Green Bay
San Francisco @ Arizona
St. Louis @ Carolina
'"Ilunpa Bay @) San Diego

,

...

Philadelphia (fv Washington

Kansas City.@ "Jcnnessee

~ -----~~:/~

University Store

Book Buy Back
Fri., Dec. 10 • 8 a.m. • 8 p.m.

Mon•• Thurs., Dec. 1a. 18 • 8 a.m. - 7:80 p.m.

lat., Dec. 11 • 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Fri., Dec. 17 • 8 a.m. • 8 p.m.

SUn., Dec. 12 • 1 p.m. • 4 p.m.

Sat., Dec. 18 • 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Bring them Back!
Whether used on this campus or not.
We buy all titles having resale market value.
University Bookstore • 2nd Floor • Curris Center
762-4388 or 1-800-749-8580

Spring 2005 Pre-Packaged Textbook Service
All we need is your prepackage textbook order form and your
books can be pre-packaged and ready for pickup on Jan. 14!
<www.murraystate .edu> then simply click on

t

~~Bookstore"

